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r. Ghahramani patents process

meetings,

soun

these measurements for the total sys- at Law ' in New York, handled the
tem (system of systems) and the sub- application process for Lucent Bell.
systems from the concept phase of a
This is actually Dr. GhahraDr. Bahador Ghahramani, P.E., . product to its final development -mani's third patent. H is first involves
CPE, a professor of Engineering Man- phase," said Dr. Ghahramani.
a fully automated process eye-depth
agement at the University of Mis- .
This process can also minimize perception testing system.
This
souri-Rolla and winner of UMR's
input and maximize output for any process tests individuals' eye depthprestigious 1998 Outstanding Teacher product. "For instance, the process perception in varying environmental
Award, recently invented a new
conditions.
These conditions
process that analyzes a product's
include light intensity, color of
development.
objects, shapes of "bjects, and disHe received a patent for this
tances associated with objects.
process, entitled "Method for
Ghahramani's second patent is
Measuring Productivity, Effecfor a process that evaluates every
tiveness, and Usability of a Sysphase of a product's development.
tem," which effectively evaluates
This process tracks the product
the development of a product
from conception to marketing.
from concept to final developAlong the way, it utilizes over 40
mental phase.
complex fomnulas to assess a sysThe patent for this process
tem for the development of a prodwas assigned to Lucent Technolouct or service.
gies, Inc., Bell Laboratories, of
A fourth patent for Dr. GhahraMurray Hill, New Jersey on Sepmani is currently pending at the
tember 15, 1998. Lucent Bell is
United States Patent and Trademark Office in Washington, D.C.
the research and development Dr. Bahador Ghahramani
operation for Lucent Technolophoto by Wendy Hoffman This il)vention is a multi-purpose
gies, a spin off of AT&T.
warning system that aids in the
Before joining the 'UMR faculty, could be used in the design of a car detection of biological, chemical, and
Dr. Ghahramani was a Distinguished that would minimize the fuel usage of nuclear cot)taminations, and can funcMember of the Technical Staff that car, and the process would also tiom as a global positioning system
(DTMS) for Bell Labs. "As a Bell maximize the perfomnance of the car, (GPS).
like the speed, payload, and other
Labs trained engineer, I was trained to
Dr. Ghahramani received a Ph.D.
invent new and valuable systems attributes of the . vehicle," said Dr. in Industrial Engineering from
which have scientific breakthrough Ghahramani.
Louisiana Tech University, and has 3
This new system can be used to other masters degrees. Before coming
merits."
Ghahramani's new patented maximize all developments of "man_ to the University of MO-Rolla, he
process is a systems engineering made" manufactured products. This spent several years in industry and
process, also called a system evalua- list includes aircraft and boats. consulting.
"I'm very happy at UMR, the
tion analysis.
The process can Ghahramani 's system can follow
observe a system and divide it into product development from the con- students are great ~nd the faculty is
many smaller dependent and interde- cept all the way to the final phases of kind and gracious," said Dr. Ghahramani. "Although the patent is from
pendent subsystems. The process production.
t~en evaluates and , optimizes each
David V. Rossi, a patent lawyer Bell Labs, I' d like to dedicate it to the
subsystem. "The model provides from Morgan and Finnegan Attorneys students and faculty of UMR."

11Researchers to destroy 67year-old bridge outside Rolla
by Manav Misra
Ne~s

Writer

A group of researchers, headed
b¥ Dr. Antonio Nanni from the Civil
Engineering
Department,
will
destroy a 67-year-old bridge outside
of Rolla in order to detemnine how
well light weight composite materials
hold up under pressure.·
The bridge; known as J857, is
located about 10 miles outside of
Rolla on old Highway 72. It has been
reinforced with sheets of carbon fiberreinforced polymers (FRPs) that have
been "wallpapered" around portions
of the bridge's deck and pillars. Dr.
Nanni's team believes that.such materials could help solve the nation's
infrastructure problems since they are

lighter than steel reinforcement bars, . ed, the procedure could be used to
yet are anywhere from two to eight improve similar bridges throughout
times stronger and more durable, the state.
making them more cost effective in
"They (these bridges) are solidconcrete deck bridges, in excellent
the long run .'
"This method is ideal for rehabil- condition, but they are very lightly
itating existing structuresyou are not reinforced with a grade of steel that is
increasing the structural member's . no longer in use, and they are undersized for today's loads. These carbon
thickness or adding any weight to the
and glass materials hold promise as an
structure," said Dr. Nanni.
Dr. Nanni's team has already affordable means to strengthen
conducted non-destructive tests on the bridges and other concrete strucbridge since applying the FRP materi- tures," Dr. Nanni stated.
FRP materials have only been
arIast summer, and began testing portions of the bridge to failure just last widely used in the aerospace industry,
but recent concerns about infrastrucmonth.
Bridge J857 is the first FRP-rein- ture have driven researchers such as
Dr. Nanni to investigate their feasibilforced bridge in Missouri to undergo
such testing, ' but if the composite ity as a solution to road. bridge
materials perfoml as well as is expect- and building problems.

The 1999 Queen of Love and Beauty for the 91 st Annual si_
Pat's celebration is Kate Carter (top left). Carter was nominated by Student Union Board. The first runner-up was
Mandy Wedertz (top right), nominated by Kappa Alpha
Order. The second runner-up was Kate Wasem (bottom left),
nominated by Blue Key. The third runner-up was Amber
Nations (bottom right), nominated by Theta Tau Omega. The
fourth runner-up (not pictured) was Melinda COllins, nominated by Beta Sigma Psi.
photos courtesy St. Pat's Committee
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PT'eT'eg i<;tT'CI t ion
begin<; TlwT'<;dCll.j
• . Beginni ng Thursday, March 18
you may pick up yo ur prereg istration
materia l in the Registrar 's Office or
access the sched ul e of classes and
your appo intment time by using
STAR, avai lable on the Reg istrar's
Page
Office
Home
(http' ll www. umr.edu l -reg~

I
\

www).
The week of March 29 - April
2 is advisi ng week. Obtain you r tern1
password from your advisor and register using STAR or the telephone
system (341-6000) after your
appo intment time.
Appointment
times begin Apri l 5. Preregistration
ends Apri l 22 for Summer, June 22
Add/drop continues
for Fall.
through June 7 for Summer, August
19 for Fall.
If yo u have any question s,
please contact the Registrar's Office,
registrar@umr.edu or come
by 103 P.arker Hall.

KeljvCln

invited to

pr>e<;ent pClper
•
Dr. Shahla Keyvan, an associate
professor of nuclear engineering at
the Uni versity of Missouri-Rolla, has
received an invitation to present a
paper o'n her re~earch efforts at the
1999 International Work-Confetence
on Artificial and Natural Ne ural Networks (IWANN) in Al icante, Spain,
in June. IWA NN is a biennial interdi sciplinary congress in the fi eld of
biological and artificial neural networks.
Keyvan has gai ned intemational recognition on her work in Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART), one
of the most complex pattems of the
artificial neural netwo rks. Her work
in this area was also praised in 1993
by Dr. Gail Carpenter, who is the cofo under of ART.
Accordi ng to Keyvan, who also

is the graduate program director in UMR 's nuclear engineering department, members
from abo ut 20 countries will
take part in the June conference.
In addition , Keyvan's work in
the area of monitoring and diagnostics has gained recognition. In 1998,
she was in vited to provide an article
on " Computeri zed Monitoring" for
th e John Wiley Encyc loped ia on
Electrical and Electronics Engineering, p~blished by John Wi ley & Sons
In c. The encyclopedi a wi ll be
released in March 1999.

fragile underground environments.

II

5M~ nClme<; dirtingui<;hed membeT'
•
Dr. David Summers, Curators'
Professor of mining engineering at
UMrR has been named a 1999 Distinguished Member of the Society
for Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration (SME) duri ng a recent SME
annual meeting in Denver, Colo. '
SME is a member society of tne
American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers:
Summers, who is ~I so a UMR
adjunct professor of nuclear engineering and director of UMR's Rock
Mechanics and Explosives Research
Center, has been a member of
UMR's facu lty since 1968. He
received a first-class bachelor of science degree in mining engineering
and a Ph.D. from the University of
Leeds in England.
SME has about 15,000 members and awards about six disting ui shed memberships each year.
Summers has been a member of
SME si nce 1968.

Ticket<; on <;Clle for
BrigCldoon
•
On Tuesday, March 30 , the
musical "Brigadoon" is scheduled to
make a one-day appearance at Leach
Tbeatre in Castleman Hall on the
UMR ·campus. The performance of

Campus lIewsbriefs alld
allltOUIICemellls
the musical fantasy is set to beg in at
8 p.m.
" Brigadoon" is coming to UMR
as a special presentation of the Campus Perform ing Arts Series. Tickets
may be purchased at the UMR ti cket
window in Uni versity Center-East
fo r $25. To order by phone, call
(573) 34/-42 19.
"Brigadoon," w hich is directed
by Karen Azenberg, is produced by
Troika Entertai nment, a group whi ch
tours throughout Nort h America,
Europe and Asia. Set during the
1740s in a Scottish world of plaids
and bagpipes, "Brigadoon " boasts
some of Alan Jay Lerner's and Frederic Loewe's finest songs, including
"A lmost Like Being in Love" and
" Heather on the HilL "
The New York Post called the
original Broadway production of the
musical a "bri lli ant and beautiful
show, with imagination, taste and

distinction."

UMR
<;erve CI<; con<;ultClnf>
•
When software maker Compuware wanted to find the right location for a new advertising campaign,
the company picked the cave state,
Missouri. But Compuware needed
some assistance fi nding the ri ght
cave, and getting around in one', so
the company 's production crew
picked a group of spelunkers from
UMR as its consu ltants.
Three UMR students, one UMR
graduate and one Rolla resident all members of the MSM Spelunkers, Missouri's oldest caving clubspent a week last fa ll as consultants
for Compuware's latest national print
ana tele vision ad campaign. In the
process, they did a bit of advertising
of their own, promoti ng the importance of cave conservation in the

Compuware promotes its
software as being suitable to
hostile business environments. Its
advertisements often picture people
in dangerous situations - a mountaineer in a blizzard , a swimmer in
shark-in fes ted waters and, in this
case, a caver exploring uncharted
territory - to convey the importance
of having the ri ght software to get a
company through rough spots.
Compuware hired th e UMR

cavers as consultants "to make sure
everythin g looked rig ht, that the
actor had dirt on him in all the ri ght
places," said' Jon Isaacson of Kansas
City, Mo. , treas urer of the MSM Spelunkers and one ofthe consultants for
the ad campa ig n. Isaacson, who
holds a bachelor's degree in geological engineering from UMR, i~ pursuing his master's degree in geological
engineering and a bachelor 's degree
in economics at UMR.
Last October, Rob Tayloe of
Rolla, a 1998 graduate of UMR and
a member of the MSM Spelunkers,
was contacted by @radical media,
the Boston, based productioi1 company hired to film the Compuwarc ads.
Tayloe and Kenny Sheri ll of Rolla,
the caving club's rescue chair, met
with the . crew and worked on
arrangements for filming .
The crew, Which was hired by
Compuware's Chicago-based advertising firm , Arian, Lowe & Travis,
ended up filming in Onondaga Cave,
a commercial cave operated by the
Missouri Department of Natural
Resources. The cave is located near
Leasburg, Mo., about 35 miles east
of Rolla. UMR students Kally Gehly
of Blue Springs; Mo., a sophomore
electrical engineering major, and
Trevor Stroker of Raymondville,
Mo., a sophomore geology and geophysics major, worked with the crew
for fo ur days on filmi ng the commercial.'
"A lot of the people representing the company and working for the
film crew had ne ver been in a cave
before," Stroker said, " and most didn't quite understand why anybody

wo uld want to explore caves in the
first place."
The film crew soon learned to
appreciate the cave's fragile environment, Stroker added.
"The crew had a lot to accomplish in a short amount of time," he
stated. "Rushing around in any difficult environment can cause accidents, so we had to guide them to be
very safety-conscious. Everyone was
req uired to wear helmets and proper
clothing."
Whi le Stro ker and Gehly
worked with @radical.media on the
TV ad, Isaacson worked wi th sti ll
photographers and an ac tor in a private cave in Pulaski County, west of
Ro lla, to create the pri nt advertisement. [n both locations, the students
stressed the importance of leavi ng
the cave in its natural state.
"A lot of people have no idea
what the do's and don'ts of caving
are," said Isaacson. "We had to make
sure they didn ' t leave any k ind of
waste in the cave at all , or disrupt
cave wildlife, or destroy or break off

cave fonnations."
Some of the areas that were
being filmed took hundreds of thousands of years to form, and could
have been destroyed by one careless
act," Stroker added. "This was taken
into consideration and given top priority by both the film crew and ourselves. So even though hundreds of
pounds of equipment were set up in
small delicate spaces, we had no
unfortunate accidents."
The print ad, which features a
man standing at the entrance of a
Pike's Peak Cave and is photographed from within the cave, has
appeared in national publications
such as The Wall Street Journal, Fortune and Business Week. It also has
appeared in internatipnal publications, such as The Econ9mist.
The TV ad, which features a
caver wadi ng through the waters of
Onondaga Cave, began running in
January on cable television channels
such as the History Channel and
CNN.
Information compiled from various sources
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Drunken driver sentenced
to 10-years

Thosc services mighl range from as
littl e as scnd ing classwork home to furnishing lutors, psychological counseling
and health care assistance at home.
Pomona, California
Federal officials say the new guideA Superior Court judge on Friday
lines w ill help strengthen the hands of
handed down a IO-year prison sentence for school administrators in coping with discia drunken driver who had claimed a plinary problems among the nation's 6 milwoman he struck died because she refused
lion students wi th physical , mental and
a blood transfusion for religio us reasons.
learning disabilities.
Keith Eric Cook, 33,. had been conBut amid a heated national argument
victed in December of gross vehicular about educational resources for special
manslaughter while intoxicated and two education studen ts, officials in Washingcounts of driving under the influence causton acknowledge that their rules on home
ing injury for his involvement in an accischooling for di sabled kids who have been
dent thai led to the death of Jadine Russell, disciplined could irk some school adminis55.
trators, who say they are straining under
Cook struck Russell's car on March 7,
tederal mandates to educate all children
1998. Russell, a devout Jehovah 's Witness, with disabilities.
refused blood transfusions because they
" Our balanced position on discipline
are forbidden by her religion . .
may leave both (sides) less than pleased,"
The mother of five died three days said Education Secretary Richard W.
later.
Riley.
Cook's lawyers had argued that RusThe federal regulations spell out for
sell's refusal of transfusions made her parents, teachers and school administrato.rs
responsible for her death. Russell's trauma how they must interpret amendments that
surgeon and two medical experts had testi- Congress made in 1997 to the landmark
fied in Cook's trial that she probably civil rights legislation known as IDEA, or
would have lived had she defied her reli- the Individuals with Disabilities Education
gion and accepted blood.
Act. When it was adopted in 1975, the
Jam~s Russell, the victim's widower,
IDEA law required school districts to proattacked Cook's attorney for Iinkmg his . vide "a free and appropriate public educawife's faith to her death. "Shame on you,
tion" to all disabled students. But lawmakshame on you, shame on you," he said.
ers feared that school districts might seek
In a statement before the formal sento avoid that responsibility in difficult
tencing, Russell said he imagined Cook
cases. So they barred schools from suswould be marking days on a calendar lead- pending disciplinary problems from
ing to his release. "In my cell that you've school for more than 10 days, or 45 days in
created for me, I don't check off the days instances of gun possession. And they
until I'm released," Russell said. "I check directed the federal Education Department .
off the days until I die."
to translate the law into everyday rules.
Addressing the Russell family, Cook
Under the IDEA law in place until
said he had "nothing but sadness and
now, a child could. not be suspended for
remorse" for his actions.
more than 10 days unless all parties,
Cook, a mechanic, had a history of including the child's parents, agreed that
drunken driving. He had been convicted of the disciplinary infraction was not attributmisdemeanor driving under the influence able to the child's disability.
in 1996, and was on probalion when hi s
The regulations issued Friday make it
pickup truck crashed into Russell's parked
far easier for school officials to suspend a
car.
disabled student for disciplinary problems. '
Deputy District Attorney Larry Lar- They allow a special-education student to
son had unsuccessfully argued that Cook
be transferred to an "appropriate interim
deserved a longer sentence because he had
educational setting" for up to 45 days if the
attended classes on the dangers of drinking child carries a firearm into school, posand driving following his earlier convic- sesses or takes drugs on school property,
tion.
or is "substantially likely to injure" himPomona Superior Court Judge Regi- self or others. Such disciplinary action
nald Yates gave Cook credit for a little would also trigger a review of the child's
more than a year served in jail since his
personalized curriculum, and school offiarrest. Larson said Cook should be eligible
cials would in most cases be required to
for parole in a little more than seven yea~s.
order a study of the child's behavioral
problems.

Regulations issued to discipline disabled stUdents
The Education Department issued
new regulations Friday that will allow
public schools to discipline disabled students as they wou ld their nondisabled
classmates.
Unveiling a thick tome of new regulations governing special education programs, officials said school administrators
. may suspend special-ed students for as
long as 10 days for major infractions of
school rules wit hout making special provisions for them. But fo r longer or subsequent suspensions, the new federal regulations require schools to provide whatever
services might be necessary to' allow the
child's progress in his or her ed ucational
plan .

Genetically modified foods
cause controversy
Tokyo.
Europeans have been sensitized to
food-safety issues by the outbreak of
"mad-cow" disease. In Japan, the cledibility of the Ministry of Health and . Welfare
was severely damaged by the 1996 revelation that its bureaucrats had know ingly
allowed the sale of HIV-tainted blood
products, a scandal that broke the same
yea r that the ministry approved the first of
22 GMO (genetically modified organisms)
crops for human consumption here.
But availability of GMO foods in
Japan has nol led to acceptance. More than
80 percent of those questioned in a 1997
Tokyo government survey said they have

"reservatio ns" about such foods, and 92.5
percent favored mandatory labeling.

Miner ------''--------1',,0,·
raised w hile mliJlar y honor guard r.; ilnd

leading politi cians, Inc luding PreSident
Aleksander Kwasniewski and Prime '\1InJerlY Buzek, stood at attention.
Convicted killer dies in ister The
nag-rais ing was followed b} a
attempted prison escape
burst of fireworks , app lause and shouts of
"Bravo." .
A convicted ' killer knotted several
"Now we are in the West and the East
bedsheets together and swung himself out will have to take us seri ously," said Zbigniew Ardzinski, 72, who served in Ihe
an eighth-floor window of a D.C. jail facility early S·unday. But the sheets unraveled ' Home Army, wh ich fou ght against the
and suddenly gave way, plunging inmate Nazi occupation during World War II and
Donnell Reed to a sidewalk below
was then put down by the Soviet Union
Reed's body wasn't discovered by jail when the war ended.
"This is historical justice for Poland ,"
guards or officials. Instead, officials said,
he died of trauma suffered in the fall at a he said. "I am very proud. Thi s is the
hospital across town, after being dropped
achievement of my lifetime."
There were also ceremonies marking
off there by an unidentified woman . She
the occasion in the Czech Republic and
apparently had spirited Reed away from
Hungary, the two other countries which
the jail grounds unnoticed.
Officials with the Corrections Corpo- also formally became members of NATO
ration of America, the private company
Friday.
In Prague, a crowd of several hundred
that runs the 820-inmate Correctional
Treatment Facility, were struggling late gathered in Winston Churchill Square to
Sunday to determine how Reed managed celebrate joining the Western all iance,
which President Vaclav Havel said was a
his dramatic escape.
Reed, 25, was serving a sentence of pivotal moment in Czech history.
"Never have we been part of such a
57 years to life for first-degree murder and
other charges. Requiring use of wheelchair broad, solid and binding security alliance
after a fight with another inmate at the which at the same time respects in its
Lorton, Va., Correctional Complex, Reed essence the sovereignty and will of our
went to the Correctional Treatment Facili- nation," Havel said, in remarks reported by
ty last summer for' medical reasons, offi- the CTK news agency.
In Budapest, Hungarian Prime Miniscials said.
Not only had he braided the sheets ter Viktor Orban accepted NATO's flag
from Eric Ni~he, the Dutch ambassador
together and wheeled himself to the winand NATO representative in Hungary.
dow without being detected, he also appar"Today we have ensured' a safe future
ently hacked away the metal bars covering
for ourselves and our children," Orban
the window without being noticed, offisaid.
cials acknowledged.
Hungarians, ho weve r,
Average
Reed was in the TV room when a
guard checked at 12:20 a.m., they said. But seemed more interested in making the
15 minutes later, guards were drawn back most of the year's first warm and sunny
to the room because they felt a brisk draft. weekend, extended into ' Monday by virtue
They found the bftrs hacked away, the of a national holiday.
''I'm not interested in politics and I'm
glasS smashed but no sign of anyone.
Reed's wheelchair was beside the window, looking ahead to a nice long weekend with
my six grandchildren ," said Zsuzsanna
officials said.
Biro, 67. "Are we reall y joining NATO
The sheets were found , surrounded
by broken glass and splotches of blood, on today?"
In Warsaw, there was no uncertainty.
the ground below. The Correctional Treatand those in Victory Square were acutely
ment Facility has neither a wall nor a fence
aware of the day's import. It was at the
surrounding it.
_
"We all were taken aback," said Glo- square, in 1982, that Poles came night after
ria Cannon Lloyd, a CCA spokeswoman. night to leave flowers in the shape of a
"He thought he was Spiderrnan or some- cross in symbolic protest against the imposition of martial law to crush the Solidarithing."
ty independent union moyement. The
Lloyd said it has not been determined
whether other prisoners assisted Reed. secret pol ice would routinely remove the
Police said they believe Reed's death was flowers every morning. And just blocks
an accident. Police were trying to locate away, in the presidential palace, the Sovithe woman who dropped Reed off at the et-led Warsaw Pact alliance of Eastern
European communist states came into
hospital to determine if she helped in the
being in 1955.
escape.
"We hope that NATO will allow the
Reed was the first person to break out
since CCA took over operations of the younger generation to live in peace and
building three years ago, Lloyd and others securi ty," said Wieslaw Blickowski , 75 .
"We never had that. Poland has struggled
said.
for a long time."

Poland celebrates NATO
entry
Warsaw, Poland
Poland solemnly marked its accession to NATO, a step most people here
regard as the final exclamation point on
the country's dogged struggle to assert an
independent and Western identity.
Several hundred people gathered in
the bitter co ld before the Tomb of the
Un kno wn Soldier in Victory Square,
where the fla gs of NATO and Poland were

Information compUed from L.A .
Times/Washington Post news service
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Opinions
The impending death of 5t. Pat's
An fclitol'i,,1 by New< fclitOl' Keith Mi«ey

I

The general consensus of some of the university staff, Greek · ~embers,
and Residence Hall members I have conversed with is that the St. Pat's Celebration is dying if not already dead.
I will cite a few examples to back this up. First, the snake invasion is
pathetic. What used to be a campus wide freshman event has been reduced to
a shadow of its former glory. I heard stories of shillelaghs lining the walls of
some of buildings on campus because so many freshmen participated. Now,
only a few fraternities require their new initiates and pledges to participate
while most everyone else laughs at their stupidity.
Second, the coronation ceremony comes and goes like a thief in the night.
I think it is still a great honor for those who were knighted, but does anyone
really strive to be a St. Pat's Knight? If this were not so deeply rooted in tradition, would organizations really bother nominating people to become a
knight? I might be wrong, but I would bet most organizations nominate someone just to be represented and then are done with it.
Third, the parade is embarrassing. What used to be one of the most anticipated events at St. Pat's has become a thirty-minute joke of approximately ten
floats driving as slow as they can down the street in order to make the parade
look bigger. That leads into the final example, participation in the St. Pat's Celebration . Participation is steadily decreasing. Weather has been a problem, but
attendance is poor in the Follies, the Gonzo & Games, and the parade.
Some of these problems can be attributed to the lack of school spirit on
this campus. We need to become more involved in this celebration. The UMR
St. Patrick's Day Celebration is supposed to be THE state recognized celebr~
tion for SLPat's Day. But ifwc as a campus can't show support, then how can
we make the event better?
However, the St. Pat's Committee has to take the brunt of the blame. The
biggest problem I se~ is the publicity is horrible. If you do not have a representative in St. Pat's, you do not know what the hell is going on. Our house had
a hard time finding out when things were due, when meetings were held, when
events were, etc. And it was not for lack of effort on our parts.
This is a campus wide event, but how many organizations are represented
on the St. Pat's Committee and ofthosethat are not; how many of those organizations actually actively participated. I would bet very few if any. The interest may have not been there, or maybe those organizations did not know what
was going on . 1 bet it is a combination of both .
If anyone doubts my argu ment that a lot of people do not know what was
going on with St. Pat's, take a walk on campus and ask the first person you see
who St. Pat was this year or what you get if you win the St. Patrick's Day Celebration . I think very few people could answer one if not both of those questions. I bet half the people would not know you could win something by participating in the celebration or what you have to do to win. Heck, I might even
be wrong that you can still win something.
St. Patrick's Day happens only once a year. That gives 364 days to plan
events and gain interest. The times are changing; the celebration has to start
appealing to more people, so the St. Pat's Committee has got to find new things
to do. The committee has made some strides in the past few years, but more
things need to be done. There is a lot of promise in the St. Pat's Committee and
the celebration can be great again, but it's time to make some changes and start
making some progress.
I hope the committee sees this editorial as a plea to make things better, not
as an epitaph for the death of St. Pat's.

I

Cutting edge cutting too
by Michelle Singletary
LA Times/Washington Post
My jaw dropped when I saw the
Toyota Corolla ad on the back cover
of the January issue of Jet magazine,
a publication aimed at black readers.
The ad read: "Unlike your last
BOYFRIEND, it goes to work IN
THE MORNING." Say what? Was
Toyota implying that it has a car that
is more reliable and dependable than
black men? Was that supposed to be
funny? If so, tlie humor was lost on
me.
"I laughed," said Ken Smikle,
president of the Chicago-based Target Market News, which tracks
minori!), buying habits. "But I was
laughing at Toyota. I laughed
because this is about the different
ways humor can be perceived based
on cultural and racial perceptions."
Like Smikle, many of Jet magazine's readers didn't find anything
funny about the ad. Some called it
racist for helping to perpetuate a
stereotype that black men aren't
responsible. Jesse Jackson, founder
and president of the RainbowlPUSH
Coalition, wrote the editors of
Advertising Age calling the ad
"offensive" to African-American
consumers.

Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A. Inc,
and Jet already had published sepa- .
rate letters of apology in the magazine last month and pulled the ad.
The American arm of the Japanese
automobile company says the placement of the advertisement in Jet was
a "legitimate, honest mistake."
The ad was never supposed to
run in Jet or any magazine for that
matter, according to Michael Bevan,
national advertising for Toyota
Motor Sales.
Bevan said the ad was a final
contender in a campaign for its 1999
Toyota Corolla. It w~ intended as a
spoof on male and female relationships and was supposed to run in a
number of female-targeted publications such as People, Better Homes
and Gardens, and Good Housekeeping. It was never supposed to be
aimed at black wom,en, he said.
One problem with this explanation - the ad only appeared in Jet.
I don't for a !l)inute believe Toyota or its advertising company,
Saatchi & Saatchi , were intentionally
trying to slam black men. But accident or not, the ad did make it into
print and it was offensive.
. Interestingly, Saatchi & Saatchi .
also created the "Just For Feet"
Super Bowl ad that was pulled

What do you think?
The Miner is always in need of writers. If YOlf're
interested in writing for the Miner, send e-mail
to miner@umr _edu for more information!

'-

Let the Miner know what you think. Write us
via e-mail at miner@umr . edu, drop a letter
in our mailbox at 11.3 University Center West,
or visit our web page at
http://www.umr.edu/-miner/, and let
us know what's on your mind .

because both critics and minoriti
thought it was racist and condescending. That spot showed a fourmember "search and rescue" team
tracking a Kenyan runner as he
trained over rugged terrain, knocking
him unconscious, and forcing shoes
on his feet.
"Have these people lost their
minds?" asked critic Bob Garfield in
Advertising Age.
No, they were trying to be
funny. "Humor is one of the most
effective tools in getting people's
attention," said Scott Gilbert, chief
executive of Saatchi, in response to
the uproar over the Toyota ad.
What I want to know is how
such ads even made it off the drawing board. When the creative team,
artists or car executives see the drafts
of this so-called humor, -doesn't it
occur to them that people are not
going to be amused? '
" We have a very in-your-face
type of tone in our society right now"
and advertisers need to be leery and
cautious about how they adopt that
tone to their ads," said Smikle.
" H umor of that sort is always going
to be at someone's expense, so even
though it's targeted, you always run
the risk of alienating someone who is
a potential customer.
II
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-----Sports----Miner swim team takes home seventh
place after NCAA Division II Nationals
by Sean Zuckerman
. Assistant Sports Editor

Lady Miner softball player Kari Kavanaugh catches a foul
ball during a home game last season.
photo by Ryan Shawgo

Lady Miner softball looks forward
to spring break action in Florida
by Erin Gifford
Staff Writer
The University of MissouriRolla women's softball team was to
participate in the Missouri Southern
tournament on March 12 and 13. The
tournament was postponed due to
inclement weather Friday, March 12
,and Saturday, March 13. The tournament was to be hosted by Missouri
Southern in Joplin, Mo.
The Lady Miners have three
double headers and two tournaments
ahead this week and over spring
break. The Lady Miners were to
face.a double header agai nst Bemidji State on Monday, March 15 on the
Lady Miners home field. However,
due to the snow that fell the previous
weekend the game was postponed
because of wet grounds.
At 2:3 0 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 17, the Lady Miners are slated to play the University of Missouri-St. Louis, also on their home
field . This game will be the first
time the team is active since th e
Pittsuburgh State Tournament on
March 5-6.
The team's next games take
place during spring break and all
games are on the road.
The Lady Miners first stop is on
Sunday, March 21 , when they playa
double header against Christian
Brothers College in Memphis, Tennessee. After this doubleheader, the
team heads into tournament play.
The Lady Miners fill their
spring break with two tournaments in
the sunny warmth of the Florida sun-

shine. The team's first tournament is
the Florida Spring Fling which will
take place Monday, March 22
through Tuesday, March 23. The
team will then have a day off to rest
and enjoy the warm climate. The
team's second and final tournament
is the West Florida Tournament
which will be held on Thursday,
March 25 and continuing through
Saturday, March 27.

With their high hopes for a top
three finish in the NCAA Division
Swimming and Diving Championships, the natio nal meet proved to
be a let down for the Miners as they
finished seventh behind a very strong
field of competiti on.
Despite qualifying a sc hool
record 15 swimmers, the team cou Id
not produce the swims they hoped
they could. A wave of sickness help
contribute to the team's ave rage
showing. "You could tell it made a lot
of us weaker. Most of the sick ones
were the ones who didn't do too
well," Jeff Raggett said.
While the team finished in the
top ten teams in the nation in Di vision II swimming, the team was still
disappointed by its performance .
"We we re kind of disappointed
because we had such high hopes for a
top three fini sh. We don't know
where it came from, but the entire
national team was sick the week
before the meet," Vanja Dezelic said .
The Miners' position was not
helped out by the fact that there was
a very strong field of competition this
year. In years past, California State
University-Bakersfield and Drury
have been the dominant teams taking
the top two positions almost every
year. This year was no different as
Drury won the meet and Bakersfield
took second, but several newcomers
entered the national scene. South
Dakota took third while northernly
neighbor North Dakota finished in
fourth. Tampa took the fifth spot and

California State University-Davi s
rounded out the six finishers ahead of
the Uni versity of Missouri-Roll a.
The team, however, came to the meet
prepared .
"They swam well at their conference meets. We saw their times,
but we were pretty sure that we could
we ll also," Raggett said .
On the performance side of the
meet, the team had a respectable
showing placing swimmers as hi gh as
th ird . One of those th ird place finishes came fro m freshman Mark Finley
in the SOO-ya rd free style. The other
third place fi ni sh came from UMR 's
800-yard freestyle relay team of
Dezelic, David Nurre, Mark Pearce
and Fi nl ey.
The other swimmers on the team
put together some great swims, but
cou ld not pull off another top three
fini sh. Both Nu rre and Dezelic aided
Finley in the SOO-yard freestyle taking the 13th and 19th places respective ly. Steve Caru so turn ed in an
impressive 16th place fini sh in the
200-yard indi vidual medley rela y
while teammate Pearce captured the
27th spot. In addition , Pearce took
19th in the 400-yard individual medley for the Miners.
The team had a full event in the
50-yard freesty le with five swimmers
entered. Tom Beccue led the effort
with a 19th place finish. Freshman
Dave Belleville was right on hi s
heels finishing 20th . Evan Aspinwall
and Jeff Rueschhoff teamed up to
take 42nd and 43rd whil e Kris Leftwich finished 45th. Beccue and Leftwich were separated by only one second.

Another freshman , Mall Scott,
had an excellent meet. He fini shed
tenth in the 100-yard butterfi y and
seventh in the 200-yard butlerfiy.
Steve Caruso and fellow fre shman
Jeff Raggett followed Scott in both
events. Caruso took 14th in the 100yard butterfiy and 15th in th e 200yard. Raggett took the twentieth spot
in the 100-yard whi le dropping two
to take 18th in the 200-yard butterfiy.
The trio of Finley, Nurre, and
Dezelic popped up again in the 200yard freestyle event. Finley lead the
threesome finishing sixth. Nurre followed close behind with a tenth place
finish, and Dezelic brought up the
rear taking seventeenth.
Fin ley did not stop there, however. He took 29th in the 100-yard
backstroke behind sophomore Josh
Jolly who took 20th. He also competed backstroke where he fared much
better. Finley finished eighth in the
event.
The Miners loaded the 100-yaid
freesty le wi th five swimmers, four of
which competed in the 50-yard
freest yle. This time Belleville led the
pack fini shing in 20th . Nurre came in
on his heels finishing 22nd while
Beccue took 24th. Kris Leftwich and
Evan Aspinwall rounded out the herd
for UMR finishing 23rd and 34th
respectively. .
The Miners produced more consistant performances. In the 100-yard
breaststroke, Jeremy Evans stroked
his way to a 19th place finish and was
fo llowed by teammate Bruno Amizic
in the 25th slot . Amizic was the only

see Swimming, page 8

Miner baseball struggles at Gulf Coast Classic Tournament
by Erin Gifford
Staff Writer
The Uni versity of MissouriRolla men's baseball team returned
fro m Florida last weekend after participating in the Gulf Coast Classic
in Panama City. The men's first
game took place on Sunday, March 7
after being idle since Feb. 2 1.
The Miners split the double
header against Charleston and Webster. The team beat Charleston by a
score of 12-2 in the first game and
lost a close game to Webster in the
second game 4-3.
The team recorded nine hits on
the day. Ben Frank lead the team
with three hits and two RBI's. Steve
Ingram assisted Frank adding one hit
and two RBI 's of his own. Also with
two RBI's was Pat O' Rourke.
On the defensive side of the
ball, pitcher Tom Winkelman
pitched five innings allowing only
six hits and two earned runs. He
walked only one batter and struck
two more out.

This first game was a blowout.
The Webster game was next up
for the Miners. The squad tallied Bruemmer drove five men in for
nine hits, scoring three runs. Lead- RBI's and Jeff Morris tallied three
ing the effort were Bruemmer who hits. The team totaled 12 hits and 15
had one hit and a RBI, Peter Gauld- RBI's with ien players reaching base
brandsen who also had one hit and thanks to walks. The game was
one RBI, and Randy Root who con- ended when the ten run mercy rule
tinued the trend with one hit and one took effect in the fifth inning.
The second game proved to be
RBI. The team also racked up nine
strike outs. Joe Hale and Gauld- too much for the team as they sucbrandsen led this category with two cumbed to South Dakota by a score
of 13-9. The Miners tallied ten hits
apiece.
The Miners utilized two pitch- on the day along with nine RBI's.
ers in the second game. Alan Wood- Their opponents on the other hand,
yard allowed four hits and three runs had 15 hits scoring 13 runs. Both
in five innings pitched. He also sent teams had nine RBI's and six strike
three Charleston players down on outs apiece.
strikes. Nathan England, the other
The men played one game on
pitcher, hurled for 1.2 innings and Tuesday against Marietta College.
allowed hvO hits and one run in Marietta shut out the Miners w hile
scoring seven runs of their own .
while also striking three out.
A doubleheader on Thursday,
On Monday, March 8th, the
Miners rolled over South Dakota March II th, proved to be exciting as
with 18 runs versus eight runs both games went into extra innings.
scored by South Dakota. South The Miners were unable to clench
Dakota came back in the second either victory against Charleston as
game, however, to beat the Miners they beat the Miners 4-3 in the first
game and 5-4 in the second game.
13-9.

The last games of the tournament took place on Friday, March 12
against Ohio Dominican. The Min-.
ers were unable to pull off the win
again in both games, coming up four
runs short in the first game and eight
runs shy in the second game. The
final scores were 6-2 and 11-3, both
in the favor of Ohio.
The men have five conference
games to look forward to in the days
ahead. The Miners will face Southwest "Baptist at home on Tuesday,
March 16 at I p.m. 'rhe next four
games take place over spring break.
The first two are also played on the
Miners home field , both against
Washburn.
The games will start at noon
against Washburn and will take
place on Saturday and Sunday,
March 20th and 21 st. The Miners
have a week off, then, to rest up, and
face Central Missouri State on Saturday March 27 and Sunday, March
28. Both games are to be played in
Warrensburg, Missouri and will
begin ar I p.m.
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Miner Olympic Feature, Part Eight:
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Despite rocky past Olympic tennis
remains strong 'and exciting event
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20% off all Oakley Sunglasses
Route 66 Bicycles

805 Rolla Street

Moutray~s Tater Patch
103 Bridge School Rd.
Happy Hour
Wednesdays 8-9
Thirsty Thursdays
Pitcher Specials 7-10 pm
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by David Wekesa
Staff Writer

The lapse in tennis being part of
the Olympics was due to a dispute
between the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) and the International Tennis Federation (ITF) over what
constituted an amateur participant.
At the time, the Olympics were
the reserve of amateur competitors.
However, during the lapse in participation over the amatUer status, tennis
was featured as an exhibition sport In
a few Olympic games prIor to 1988
with the participants being amatuer

During the early 1800's, the
society in England was getting very
interested in sport and in recreational
games. This led to an interest in many
new forms of entertainment, especialIy outdoor entertainment
One such form of entertainment
was the game of tennis. Tennis soon
became a very popular passtlrne
aChvity especially in country estates

!;:~~~~~i~i:'S·O

the form we presently are
accustomed to. It gradu-

ally gained in popularity
and it was soon exported
to all parts of the world.
In 1877 the first men's
competition was aeld at the AII. England Club (present day Wimbledon) and the first women's competition was held in 1884. In 1896,
tennis featured as an Olympic sport in
the inaugural modem Olympic
Games.
Although it was featured as one
of the games in the first Olympics,
tennis has had a rather erratic
Olympic history.
hi 1924, in the Olympic games
in Paris, France, tennis was played for
the last time as an Olympic sport.
This absence remained until the 1988
Seoul Olympic Games, when it was
reinstated as a full medal wining
sport.

and regulation, organizing Interna.
tional competitions, structuring the
game by sanctioning international circuits and events, developing the game
through its worldwide development
program and promoting the game. It
was with these objectives in mind that
the ITF lobbied until it regained
Olympic status in 1988.
In the Atlanta Games men's tennis finals, t.ndre Agassl gave the
USA the OlympIC gold medal , after
he beat Sergei Bruguera of Spain.
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ano to take home the gold
medal. She was the thud

AmerIcan woman to win a
SIngles gold medal In
OlympIC history.
In the doubles, gold went to
Todd Woodbridge and Mark Woodforde of Australia after they beat the
British pair of Neil Broad and Tim
athletes, at least by some standards.
Henman . In the women's double, gold
In 1913, different national tennis ' again went to the Americans as the
organizations decided to come team composed of Mary Joe and Gigi
together and form an organization Fernandez beat Jana Novotna and
that would ensure that tennis hard a Helena Sukova of the Czech Repubuniform structure. This led to the lic.
birth of the International Lawn Tennis .
The tennis tournament during
Federation (ILTF) which was the the Sydney Olympics is to be held at
predecessor to the ITF.
the Tennis Centre Park in at Sydney
The ITF currently has 20 I affili- Olympic Park. Most of the world's
ate national associations worldwide. top seeded players are expected to
It is one of the largest sports organi- participate. Like in other tennis tourzations in the world.
naments where the top seeded players
The five main responsibilities of compete, the competition at Sydney
the organization are; administration is expected io be fierce.

Josten's Representative will take
Personalized Announcement orders
for May Graduation
April 12 &13 (10-3p.m.)
UMR athletes and teams recieve more
at the UMR Bookstore or
academic honors from coaches and MIAA
orders can also be placed
with the UMR Bookstore staff
UMR Sports Information

ATTENTION MAY PH.D.
CANDIDATES &FACULTY
Orders for Cap &Gown rentals need
to be placed by Fri., March 19 at the
UMR Bookstore for the May ceremony.
Orders placed after April 2may
have an additional $5 charge
for quick shipping,
~

Four athletic teams from the University of Missouri-Rolla and individuals from those teams have recieved
various academic honors from a
national organization and the MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletics
Association.
The men's and women 's cross
country teams were both named as allacademic teams by the NCAA Division II Cross Country Coaches Association of America. The men's team
posted a 3.01 grade point average during the 1998 fall semester, making it
one of 25 teams nationwide to have an
average of 3.0 or above.
The women's team also made it

with a grade point average of 3.16. A
total of 56 women's teams reached the 3.0 mark.
One member of the men 's team,
senior Matt Hagen, was named to the
coaches' all-academic team. hagen,
who is majoring in biology at UMR,
had a grade point average of 3.95
through the fall semester which
ranked as the third-highest among the
award recipients.
The women's baSketball team,
meanwhile, had six of its players
make the Commissioner's academic
honor roll for the MIAA.
The group includes Debra
Qronewoller, a senior majoring in history; Jackie Kelble, a sophomore
studying engineering management ;
Amy Milliken, a sophomore also in

engineering management ; Shannon
Perry, a sophomore in civil engineering; jamie Schoetlin, a sophomore
majoring in physics; and Ashley
Steig, a junior in aerospace engi~eer
ing.
The men 's academic honor roll
included three players from the Miner
basketball team. The players were
Kevin Conkright, a senior in engineering management, Scott Holly, a sophomore majoring in life sciences, and
Antoine Lucas, a sophomore in engineering management.
Indivi duals who are at least
sophomores in eligiblity with a 3.0
grade point average at their instituation and have attended school for at
least two semesters are .eligible for the
MIAA aca'demic honor roll.

Are you looking for a way to make some extra money?
The Miner sports department has several openings. I f
you like to write sports let us know!
Contact Brad Neuville
bjn@umr.edu
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DiMaggio

by John Steadman
L.A. Times/Washington Post
Always a distinctive and majestic model of grace, style and consistency. With glove or bat in hand, he
was a basebalJ sympho ny. A rare gift
of exquisite talent which flo wed with
classic movement. It alJ looked so
easy. A Rembrandt in flannels.
Yet personall y, Joe DiMaggio
was far more complex. Stoic. Introverted. Secretive. Arbitrary. Even
rude. The public tried to make him a
pri soner of ad ulation. And he fought
against it alJ the way, even to his dying
day.
Joe DiMaggio was a private person, who, in a kind of paradoxical
twist, absolutely craved attention even
though his persona was often perceived of as being modest and wi thdrawing.
If a master of ceremonies at a
banquet didn 't provide him wi th a
classic introduction, he went away
unhappy. And, similarly, at oldtimers' games, it was understood he
had to be the last one brought from the
dugout so the crescendo of applause
would accompany the mere mention
of his name.
Yet the DiMaggio who reveled in
the cheers gave a false impression that
glory wasn't all that important to him.
He preferred to be regarded as shy,
although at the same time, revered. A
celebrity who held off the crowd yet
enjoyed hero worship ... but only
when he wanted it.
The first time we met DiMaggio,
1949, he had his right leg extended in
traction at Johns Hopkins Hospital.
He was there for removal of a bone
spur on his heel, a procedure successfully performed by the noted orthopedic surgeon, Dr. George E. Bennett.
A small cage was attached to the
area near the wound, and maggots,
then in use for certain medical treatments, were used to cleanse the infected area DiMaggio's presence in Baltimore meant the city's Italian restaurants were fighting over which one
would have the honor of serving Joe
his next meal. So many floral decora-

lions arrived that the walJs were bareIy visible, almost as if it were a funeral home instead of a hospital. It was
the Italian-American community paying homage to one of its own, perhaps
the fi rst genuine sports hero of Italian
parentage in America.
A young reporter looked up at
DiMaggio, resplendent in silk pajamas, and showed his naivete when he
asked, "Mr. DiMaggio, I guess the
reason you're here is that when Dr.
Sidney Gaynor, the Yankee physician,
treated your heel last year it was a
fai lure." Joe seemed stun ned but
recovered to answer, "Yes, son, but we
don 't say that."
Dr. Bennett repaired the heel, and
when Di Maggio rejoined the New
York Yankees in June, he produced an
overwhelming one- man show against
the Boston Red Sox. Missing spring
training and 65 regular-season games
because of the injury, he had the benefit of only eight workouts, yet demolished the Red Sox at Fenway Park,
hitting five home runs and driving in
nine runs in a three-game sweep.
Once, playing golf at Marco
Island, Fla., DiMaggio shied away
from the galJery, signing a few autographs but continuing to look over his
shoulder and tell spectators he had to
hurry or he might get hit with a balJ.
Yet the nearest golfer was more than
400 yards away. It was his way of
providing himself a fast exit from the
crowd, just as those in his chosen
entourage would seek methods to
extract him from banquet halls, usualIy through the door to the kitchen,
then to the parking lot and an awaiting
car to avoid the clamor of the crowd.
He was gone before they realized he
had left.
We saw a man on a Hall of Fame
weekend at Cooperstown show
DiMaggio an old picture of himself,
hoping he' d sign it. But Joe examined
the photo, let it drop through his fingers to the floor, turned abruptly and
left without offering a word.
In his native San Francisco,
when he visited from New York, he
could be seen walking alone on the
streets of North Beach. A stranger in

his hometown, but, in short order, he
would be on the move again, traveling
to places where the paid invitations
took him. It's estimated by a onceclose friend that his estate will exceed
$40 million.
Our last extensive visit with Joe
was six years ago when he came to
Baltimore as grand marshal of the
Columbus Day parade. He stayed two
days, under what could be described
as self-duress, to help a friend, Ra lph
DeChiaro, celebrate a birthday.
DiMaggio was paid handsomely for
the patronage but complained about
how long it was taking for the party to
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for twenty-five, thirty years or
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two can have a big impact on the amount
of income youll have when you retire.
What's the simplest way to get started?
Save in pretax dollars and make the most
of tax deferral. There's simply no more
painless or powerful way to build a
comfortable and secure tomorrow.

in

Phelps C o unty candidates and issues c an be vie wed at:

the Most Valuable Player award, put
up a .325 lifetime average and,
momentously, had a stretch in 1941
that saw him hit successfully in a
record 56 consecutive games.
H is approach to baseball, how he
chased down line drives, threw to
bases with exacting precision and
wh ipped the bat with the speed of a
cracking bull whip, made him one of
the sport's all-ti me accomplished performers.
Band leader Les Brown introduced a hit song, "Joltin' Joe DiMag-
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see DiMaggio, page 8
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SllAs and IB.As malta it easy.
SRAs - tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF - and our range of lRAs
offer smart and easy w ays to build the
extra income your pension and Social
SecUJ:ity benefit s may not cover. They're
backed by the same e x clusive investment
choices, low expenses, and personal
service that have made TlAA-CREF the
retirement plan of choice among America's
education and research communities .

Call 1 800 842-2776 and find

out for

yourself how easy it is to put yourself
through retirement when you have time
and TIAA-CREF on your side.

www.tiaa-cref.org
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The key is to begin saving now.
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longer in retirement. It might be the
greatest nnancial test you'll ever face .
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax deferral.

31 - Last day to request absentee ballot by mail §
April 5 - Last day t o vote absentee in the Clerk' s
§~
April

Joe was an impeccable dresser,
once voted the eighth-best-dressed
man in America. He carried himself
with a certain nobility and liked having one or two traveling companions
to ass ure his privacy. Meanwhile, they
were caring for whatever his heart
desired - be it a limousine, lining up
an autograph session where he might
make upward of $ 100,000 or getting
him to the airport to catch another
plane.
In a 13-season American League
career, in which he led the Yankees to
10 Wo rld Series, he three times won
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DiMaggio
(rom page 7
gio," that the country began 10 sing in
the early I940s. He was a heavy coffee drinker and smoked a pack of cigarettes a day, Camels, (the kind he
endorsed) during his playing years.
Sitting ·around a hotel suite on an
afternoon when he had nothing else to
do, DiMaggio started to reminisce
about San Francisco, where it all started. He played with boyhood friends
on what they called Horse Field,
which was where a dairy used to stable the horses that pulled milk wagons.
He vividly remembered the
moment in Cleveland when his

unprecedented balling streak was
stopped by two incredible plays by
third baseman Ken Keltner and another by shortstop Lou Boudreau. Had he
gotten a hit in the game, which would
have been 57 in a row, the Heinz food
corporation and its 57 varieties was
prepared to pay him $10,000 for a
commercial.
On the night it all ended, he forgot his wallet in the clubhouse lock
box, so he borrowed $18 from teammate Phil Rizzuto and went to a quiet
bar for a few peaceful drinks and deep
reflection. After the miss, he resumed
hitting safely in his next 17 games,
which would have given him 74 had
he not been so rudely interrupted in
Cleveland.

Significantly, as a green, 18year-old minor-league rookie, he had
a 61 consecutive-game hitting streak
in 1933 with the San Francisco Seals
of the Pacific Coast League.
DiMaggio had a distinctive
stance, legs wide apart, and generated
power from his hips, upper body and
wrists.
Taking only a short, sliding move
with the front foot, he followed breaking balls extremely well, and woe to
the pitcher who threw him a changeup because the minimum foot action
allowed him to wait before committing the swing.
He was married to two movie
queens, Dorothy Arnold and Marilyn
Monroe, but a close Baltimore friend,

Frank Cuccia, once said, "Joe wanted
them to be glamour girls but also to be
able to cook like his mother."
After Monroe's death, columnist
Bob Considine said, "He gave her the
one thing in death she never had in
life, dignity," as Joe kept her funeral
from turning into a Hollywood circus.
Joe DiMaggio, an enigma whose
awesome ability as a baseball player
was wrapped up in an aura of loneliness and aloofness he alone created
and peculiarly coveted
A man who desperately isolated
himself, yet played the game in front
of multitudes, with an exceptional
competence that elevated him to the
ultimate standard of baseball excellence.

SUMMER SCHOOL FOB PEOPLE

ON THf:IB WAY TO TIlE TOP.
If you didn't sign up
for ROTC as a freshman
or sophomore. you can
catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge. a paid

develop the leadership
skills and self-confidence you need to
succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced
five-week course in 10EAsttp officer training when
leadership.
you return to campus
next fall.
Apply now! You'll
HUii:!

ARMYROTt

Swimming
(rom page 5
UMR swimmer entered in the 200yard breaststroke and pulled off a top
ten finish taking tenth. Another top
ten finish came from Dezelic who
also finished in the tenth spot in the
1,650-yard freestyle.
"I was quite happy with my performances. I got what I came there to
get, a top ten finish," said Dezelic.
The Miners' relays were a
bright spot with one exception. The
200-yard medley relay of Jolly,
Evans, Rueschhoff, ~nd Leftwich
finished in ninth with a time of
1:34.59.
The 200-yard freestyle relay
topped the medley relay's performance with their sixth place finish .
Belleville, Beccue, Leftwich, and
Pearce teamed up to make the relay
work. The 400-yard medley relay
placed a respectable tenth place in its
event. The relay consisted of Finley,
Evans, Scott, and Beccue.
The one disappointment of the
meet occurred in the finals of the
400-yard freestyle relay. The realy
was disqualified for false starting.
This means that the swimmer left the
block before the swimmer in the
water touched the wall.
Despite their hopes for a top
three finish, the Miners left the meet
with a seventh place· finish . For the
second time in three years, Drury
walked away the winner and was followed by Bakersfield who has taken
either first or second in 13 out of the
past 14 NCAA Division championships.
UMR did finish ahead of Truman State University who captured
ninth place with a total of 167 points.
The Miners ended the meet with 184
of their own .
While the season ended on a
low note, the team has high hopes for
next year. The strong freshman class
of Belleville, Dezelic, Evans, Finley,
Raggell, and Scott will provide the
team a lot of strength next year. Now
that they have some international
competition experience, the team
looks forward to doing even better
next year.
The team, though, will lose
valuable experience. Seniors Aspinwall, Todd Lundberg, Michael Norris, Jeff Rieker, and Rueschhoff all
have finished their careers with
UMR's swimming program.
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Call today I Space is limited

1 800648·4849
www.ststravel.com

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For details, visit Room 301, Harris Hall or call
341-6807

On-Campus Contact:
Brad @ 573-368-3842
I ______ ----~---------.---
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Organization of the week: Ballroom Dancing Club
by Holly Hawkins
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Verve Writer
To take a change of pace from
the Greek scene, this week's featured
organization is the newly founded
Ballroom Dancing Club. The club
was founded r¥t semester by University of Missoun-Rolla student Ahmed
Ozdemir. As Ahmet began fo take
some dancing classes, he realized
there was potential at UMR for ballroom dancing. Currently, most of ihe
interest is coming from female students (hint to guys).
The organization's goal is to

other swing moves), salsa and the
merengue .
Future plans include
recruiting additional instructors.
So far, the UMR Ballroom
Dancing club has 50 members with
the potential for growth ever present. If you are interested in joining, practices are held weekly on
Tuesdays at 5 - 6 p. m. (swing)
·and Fridays at 6 .,. 8 p.m. (Latin
danoing).
Future intentions of the club
include becoming more established on
_ campus and competing in dancing
compititions held at various universities and find a new dance instructor

teacli the basic ballroom dance steps,
while allowing members to meet
lots of new people other than
fellow classmates. In fact,
several faculty members
have also joined the club's
dance practices.
Last semester, dance
instruct~r Bonnie Ridenhour began to teach
dances, however she had
to leave this semester and
now Ahmet has been taking over for her. Dances
currently being taught/practiced include: the Iindy (and

'Cheap spring break vacations
Verve Writer
While South Padre, Ft. Lauderdale and Cancun remain the most
popular travel destinations for those
vacationing on spring break, many are
unable to allocate both the time and
the money for these vacations. This
issue of the broke college student is
meant to be a guide 10 interesting sites
in Missouri . The majority of these
attractions are only a few hours away,
. cheap and make for a perfect one to
two day road trip. I have decided to
break down places of interest based
upon city/location . Unlike bungee
jumping or bars, these sites tend to be
the non-traditional vacation options
for students.
B ranson
Branson Civil War Museum
3069 Shepherd of the Hills
Exhibits of Civil War objects &
artifacts from North & South. Fi lms.
417-334-1 86 1.
George Washington Carver National Monument
(Off Rt. V). (Diamond, MO)
Birthplace and childhood home
of George Washington Carver,
renowned black agronomist. Museum, trail , films, hi storic sites. Season:
Year-round. 41 7-325-4151.
Handicap access.
Ripley's Believe It Or Not!
Branson Museum 3326 W. Hwy. 76
Entertainment as unique as the
building's design. Hundreds of fascinating oddities, unusual artifacts from
around world. Interactive exhibits,
illusions, music. Season: Year-round.
1·800-998-4418
Handicap access.
Joplin
Everett J_ Ritchie Tri-State Mineral
Museum

Native rocks & minerals with
emphasis on local historical value.
Mining machinery & hand tools.
417--623-2341
Laura Ingalls Wilder & Rose
WJlder Lane Museum & Home
Hwy. A (Mansfi~ld, MO) '--'
Where "Little House" books
were written. House is as it was when
Laura lived there. Artifacts, family
pictures & possessions in museum.
417-924-3626
St. Louis
Gateway Arch & Old Courthouse
Part of 91-acre national park located
on Mississippi Riverfront. Within
Arch is the Museum of Westward
Expansion, World Odyssey theater
with movie on construction of Arch,
gift shop. Old Courthouse offers
numerous exhibits and features
movie. 3 14-425-4465 (TDD-4569)
Handicap access.
Anheuser-Busch Brewery
I-55 at Arsenal St.
Tours of hist.oric Budweiser
Clydesdale stable, beechwood-aging
cellar, brewing and packaging, Color
of Life Video Gallery, hospitality
room. Gift shop. Season: Year-round.
.
314-577-2626
Handicap access.

Hidden Valley (ski)
17409 Hidden Valley Dr.
Eight ski trails, two chairlifts,
four rope tows, lodge; 30 minutes
from St. Louis. Season: Dec-Mar.
3 14-938-5373 Handicap access.

\'

7th St. & Schifferdecker Ave.

':?.

Missouri Botanical Garden

Panhellenic Council
On February 18th, the senior
representatives and one junior representative of the Panhellenic Council had the excellent opportunity of
going to Chicago for a Mid-American Greek Council Association
Conference (MGCA).
At MGCA, the representatives
from the Panhellenic Council were
able to share ideas with and leam
from a wide number of Greek leaders from many campuses .
The President of the Panhellenic Council , Jill Schoenecker,
said, " I think if MGCA showed us
one. thing, it was how great · the
UMR Greek Community is! I met a
lot of contacts including national
representatives and people with

Meramec Caverns Stanton:
Guided tours of natural wonder
and Jesse James' hideout. Restaurant,
gift shop, motel, campgroun<I, canoes
and riverboat rides. Year-round. $5$ 10.573-468-3166
Handicap Accessible
Daniel Boone Home (Defiance, MO)
Stone mansion built by Boone
and son Nathan. Daniel Boone died
here in 1820. Restored & furnished.
3 14-987-2221:
Museum of Transportation
3015 Barrett Station Rd.
World 's largest collection of
locomotives, railway cars, motor &
horse-drawn vehicles, aircraft, communication devices. 3 14-965-7998.

Springfield
Bowling Hall of Fame & Museum
' 111 Stadium Plaza near Busch Stadium
Spectacular family sports attraction. Bowling on old-time & computerized lanes, movie, museum shop.
Season: Year-round . 3 14-231-6340
Handicap access.

by Christy Braune

4344 Shaw Blvd.
79-acre paradise of floral displays. This is the oldest garden of its
kind in U.S. Season: Year-round.
314-577-9400

St. bouis Holocaust Museum &
Learning Center
12 Millstone Campus Dr.
Exhibits on pre-Nazi Jewish life
in Europe, the Holocaust, liberation &
resettlement; photos ·& memorabilia
of local Holocaust survi vors. 3 14432-0020

Crystal Cave:
5 mi . N of 1-44 on Hwy. H/exit 80B
"Opened in 1893, cave is portrayed in original nateral state. Living
cave contains spelethons in many
unusual shapes and forms. Guided
walking tour. "
Year-round. Admission charged . 417833 -9599.
Fantastic Caverns:
"America's easiest cave tour; 1-

mile, all-riding tour fo llows trail that
protects caverns ' magnificent natural
beauty." Year-round . 417-833-201 0
Handicapped accessible.
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Reps
Pan hellenic
Council
go to conference in Chicago

The Broke College Student:
by Holly Hawkins

to prepare us for ballroom dance com·
petitions among other uni versities.
If you are interested in joining
thi s organization, or just want more
information and are unable to attend a
meeting/practice time, yo u can get in
contact
via
e·mail
at:
bal1room@umr.edu . You can
also
contact
Ahmet
at:
o zd.emir@umr. edu. He is current·
Iy s~rving as President, stuco rep,
treasurer, etc. The ballroom dancing .
club recently set up a website for further information, which can be viewed

schools like ours (we're not the only
one!)"
Shelli Obermiller summed up
MGCA by saying, "The MGCA
conference was an excellent opporn,nity for Greeks all over the midwest to come together and not only
get the chance to learn ideas, but to
meet new people and make new
friends. I learned a lot from my sessions, and got a lot of new ideas
from other chapters that will be
wonh the effort to see if they will
work for our chapters at UMR."
Everyone who went to MGCA
hopes that the Panhellenic Council
can continue sending representati ves te future Greek conferences.
The Panhellenic Council is very
excited to see all of the new ideas
that they learned take effect here at
UMR.

Campus Performing Arts Series:
Brigadoon

v.

Legend 'has it that every hundred years the enchanted village of
Brigadoon .appears out of the Scottish mist for a single day. But a single day is all it takes for a lost New
Yorker and a sweet.village maiden to
fall i n love, and then to pat!. 'for an
eternity. Ser agains.! th~_bac~dr0l' of
Scotch tartans, plaids, brogues and
bagpIpes, Brigadoon boasts some of
,Lerner and Loewe's finest songs,
includi.ng. "Almost Like Being in
Love " "Come to Me Bend to Me "
"Heafuer on the Hill':' and the exhiiarating Sword Dance_
Brigadoon
be performed
on Tuesday, March 30 at 8 p.m. in
Leach Theatre of Caslteman Hall .
Tickets must be purchased for $25.

will

Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World
1935 S. Campbell
World 's Greatest Sporting Goods
Siore : 150,000-sq . ft. Showroom ,
140,000-gallon aquarium system,
fo ur-slory waterfall , Ozark stream.
Log cabin , gift shop, Fish & Wi ldl ife
Museum, indoor firing range, restaurant , repair serv ices. Season: Year-

round. 417-887-1 915
Dickerson Park Zoo
3043 N. Fort
Home 10 400+ wi ldlife spec imens. Misso uri Habilals area &
Cheelah Country. Food concessions,
gift shop. Season: Year-round . 417833- 1570 Hand icap access.
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Ro(1)o's Reviev:
by Justin Sutherland

Better to

actor from Hong Ko ng and is no

strange r io shoot 'e m up ac tion
mo,·ies. Like Jac ki e Chan , Yun-Fat
The Corruptor mixes actio n star recently came to Holl ywood to do
wha t he had been doing in Hong
expe rience in front of the camera wi th
action fi lm inexperience behind the Kong for many years - make action
camera. The Corruplor is the first movies. But unl ike Chan , Yun- Fat
act Io n-oriented film fo r director does not use martial arts to amaze and
James Foley. Foley 's name is usually entertain hi s audience . Rather, Yunfo und on more drama-orien ted Fat has played roles in league with
movies where plots are more impor- those associated wi th Bruce Willis
tant - such as The Chamber and (the Die Hard Trilogy) and Arnold
Glengarry Glen Ross. As such, Foley Schwarzenegger (the Terminator
tries to bring the elements of drama series and True Lies).
and plot-building to the inherent
action of the second American movie Tbe Take:
starring Chow Yun-Fat.
Nick Chen (Chow Yun-Fat; Th e
Yun-Fat is an award-winning Replacement Killers) is a highly dec-

Reviewer-at-Large

orated veteran of the Asian Ga ng Unit
in New York City 'S 15th precinct.
But Chen's success is not enti rely
based on hi s natural abilities as a cop.
Chen is on th e take from one of Chinatown 's gangs and helps them out by
busting their competition .
Assigned to Chen's unit is
Daniel Wallace (Mark Wahlberg;
Boogie Nights, The Big Hit). As the
rookie on the team, Wallace feels
compelled to continually prove his
worth to Chen. But financial problems soon bring Wallace under the
same corrupt ways as Chen. But,
Chen, who was trying to protect Wallace from the gang's influence, begins
to question his loyalties.

Tbe Corrupter
Rocko's Two Cents :
All in all , Th e Corruptor did not.
strike me as anything spectacular.
May it 's just me, but when I go to see
an action movie, I expect a lot of
good action. And when I go to see a
dramatic, plot-based film, I expect
just that. But The Corruptor, an
action-drama, gave me neither of
these.
First of all , the action was
mediocre. The only good action
sequence was a car chase, but the
only interesting thing about it was the
fact that they blatantly showed
dozens of innocent bystanders get
slaughtered in the process, Whereas
this may be a truthful outcome to such

a chase, I did not think it enhanced
the action that was goi ng on.
Second of all, the story was rea lly hard to follow at times. The subplots - Wallace's deadbeat fath er,
Chen's love affair with a prostitute,
and Wallace and Chen's blossoming
friendship - did not help matters
either. This only served to clutter up
an already confusing state of affairs.
Yet, amazingly, with all of these
handicaps, Yun-Fat and Wahlberg did
a decent job of acting. They just did
not have a good script to work with.
My advice is to skip The Corruptor while it's in theaters and watch
it at your own risk when it comes out
on video.

Academy Awards 1999:

,
I

Actor and Actress .in Supporting Role
by Harshal Deshpande

Verve Writer
Actor in a Supporting Role
James Coburn as Glen in AjJ1iction
Coburn played a very riveting
role as Nick Nolte's abusive father and
critics have singled him out for the
role. But the character he plays 'is so
inimical that it might cost him the
Oscar this year. A simi lar kind of
backfi re might have happened to
Armin Mueller-Stahl who played the
abusi vely controlling father in 1996's
Shine. So, let's see what this critically
acclaimed debutante at the La lalla
Playhouse in "Billy Budd" takes home
with him.

Geoffrey Rusb as Phillip in Shake-

Brenda Bletbyn. as Mari in Little

speare in Love

Voice

Already having won one Academy Award for Best Actor for his role
in Shine, Geoffrey Rush stands little
chance this time. In his role in Shakespeare in Love, he plays as a proprietor
who produces struggling writer Will
Shakespeare's latest play, "Ethel, the
Pirate's Daughter". Just like the film
itself, Geoffrey Rush was delightful,
funny, spirited, believable and full of
wonder.

As the domineering mother of
vocal genius Jane Horrocks, Blethyn
raises her voice with the best of them.
The Academy might give her a fighting chance because she lost two years
ago when nominated in the Best
Actress category for Mike Leigh's

Billy Bob Thornton as Jacob in A
SimplePlall

has
firml y secured a
status as a preeminent filmmaker due to his critically acclaimed
and phenomenal role in
the film
S I i II g
B I ode,
and the
Academy
Iikes

Robert Duvall as Jerome in A Civil
Action

This amazing actor received four
Oscar nominations for his roles in The
Godfather, Apocalypse Now, The
Great Santilli and most recently The
Apostle, which he also wrote and

directed, He won only once for his
role in Tellder Mercies in 1983, it is
again doubtful he will walk away with
the Oscar. Since he lost last year for
his performance in The Apostle, his
awards luster seems to have been tarni shed.
Ed Harris as Cbristof in The Tru mall Show

AIready awarded for the Best
Supporting. Actor by the National
Board of Review and having received
a Golden Globe nomination in the
same category for hi s role in The TrulIIall Sh ow, Ed Harri s gave a beauti fully restrained, intense performance as
the enigmatic Cristof in Th e Trum all

it. Moreover this is the kind of performance they seem to embrace in the
Best Supporting Actor category. It is
qu irky, but grounded; edgy while
remaining vulnerable and his character
is the story's most relentless tension.
Besides, the film is wonderful and he's
great in it. Thornton will probably
grab the Oscar this year for Best Supporting Actor.
Actress in a Supporting Role

Show.

Kathy Bates as Libby in Primary

Generall y speaking subtlety and
qUIet power are qualities which compel audi ences, but usually don 't fetch
Leading Actor awards. Critics say
l-brn s could do it. though. Hi s feline,

Colors

The role Bates played this time
was much less demanding than her
Oscar winning role in Misery. So it is
unlikely that the Academy will grant
I ' t. htl~ -wound charactc ri zation was
her a second award for thi s role in Pri1l1:J:,I('rful :Jnd rJ\·cting. It wasn't thc /llaI), Co lors. Kathy Bates ' showy
hind \)1" rok Ihe Ac;;sdemy usuall y
tum as outspoken campaign worker,
.1 \ \.lIJ", . \:'lUI he has :J chance . He also
Libby Holden, ' might be overshad·
:\ ,J ~I .1 ()"'('~Ir nOlll malion In thc same
owed by the subt ler performances
....I:l·:-'''r:- !"\Ir hi' m\c In Ron Howard"s
from Lynn Redgravc and Rachcl Grif·
., __ .. ,::\\<,,1 t/, .. I/.. / ..

flt hs .

Secrets & Lies,

Judi Dench as Queen Elizabeth I in
Shakespeare in Love

Having lost the last year's Oscar
for the Best Actress to Helen Hunt (A s
Good as it Gets) for her masterful
work as another British Queen, Victoria, in Her Majesty, Mrs. Brown, Judi
Dench has a good chance of winning
this time. The Academy loves Dench
and js eager to bestow an Award on
her. She displayed a brilliant tart performance as the aging ' Queen Elizabeth.
Rachel Griffiths as Hilary in Hilary
and Jackie

She deserves the Oscar for a truly
amazing performance as the stalwart
sister of troubled cellist Emily Watson
- if it was based on merit alone.
Since the Australian actress is virtually unknown ' in the United States, her
relative youth compared with the other
nominees might work against her. The
film is also based on the real lives.of
Hilary and Jackie Du Pre, so the Academy may want to avoid a controversy
stirred up by the film ,
Lynn Redgrave as Hanna in Gods
and M onsters

Having won the Golden Globe
for the Best Supporting Actress this
year, which is a strong indicator of the
Oscar, the Academy may decide upon
her this time, She has one Academy
nomination 32 years ago. In Gods alld
MOllsters, from the fussy housekeeper
Hanna to ailing director Ian McKell en,
Redgrave turned a supporting role into
the backbone of the film .
These nominati ons we re most

popular. Now's the time to wait and
see if these predictions work out. So
get in you r seats, grab some popcorn
and soda and get ready for the grand
final e which is on March 21, 1999.

-:::=~::-:-""":,,~;""""",",,,-,-::,"_,-' ,fi{itl West, bo.th,a1bums hli the ·top 10

.:in the.cOllege Musie Jouniai (CM!f)

.this.week, ,.'," _ '
>. .·Pop .RQ~tique is a collection
oe'new re!lOrdil)gs frO]D sopl\isticat--cd -pop 'aftisrs, perforrDing French
BURNfNG A:IRUNES , ~ Mis,7' Wp claSsics as welL,as new- Frenoh
sian <c:ontrol! (Besoto) Jawbox, 'pop s.ongs. The Apples In Sle~o,
Jets To Brazil, Si)iner '
,.. from .Denver, Colorado, wrote a new
BUILT TO SPILL - Keep it
. ~ong in .French ·.to lie' added : to the
2
Like a Secret,(Wamer Bros.) -. "compiJ'ation. Sllkia, from Los AhgeModes.! Mouse, Pavement, Nei~ res, chose to cover "Zoooom!",
Young
'· :pulled from Franci~ .La!'S seore for
VARIOUS ARTISTS - Pop
the lSlau,de Lelouch movie "Vivre
3
ROllJ!IIltique (emperor norton)
,Pour Vivre". Other contributors
French Pop Classics
include Luna, .hir,- The' ,cady Bug
SEBADOH-- The Sebadoh
TranslstPF and Magnefic Fields,
4
(S~b~op/Sir~)'S.ilRWorm, Pav~ - 'f!1is ,~lIecti21f is '¥Teat for hearing
·mimt, Spoon
,!, s~les frt?m s,?me great pop bands,
APRIL. MARCH~ - Chromi ' '.' >~d for ·lea91111g, everything you
., nance Decoder (Ideal) I;,rencili '... could pqs:sio!y want to knQw about .
Glrlie;J>QP: . : '.;
;'~i,:< fr,efich' Jio!,-,: ." U· •
'"
•
6 FIFi:Y l'lDNS OF'BL.A:CK .; f ~. Ap~il Match., OIjginallY ' from
'PER!R6R~' Demeti!n ~.e~~· cJ,·New"Y'o'rk, :~as, S1gned·to a Frt;,nci!
Banquet~ .' ."'.
' :p?lp labe!;' EJ.lTQ Vision> i~ ..the early
7 ¥ARl0BS AR.1JSTS -·Songs .. · 90 '~. ,V&,en ·s!\e 'llegan to·record for
f~r Jh~ Jets'et.1I (Jetset)' Re.tio
Vision .she wilS ~sked to put '
together . a" .cQmpt!.attOn of her
. 60!s'Pop very catchy.
8 ' SATrSFACT ~ The Third Meet- ,,·'favori!e Ye Ye songs ()5e y'e is a
il)g at the Thir d Counter (1<) '
form ,o f Frencl\ Pop· from the early
Distortion Rock
.
'and 'mid-~O 's),' and from 'that point
9 . KID SiLVER - Dead City Sun- Efench pop became a . heavy influBeams (JetSet) Irish Punk Band ep ce in the songsthat·she wrote'and
10 PINEHliRST KIDS - Minneso
performed. "Chrominance Decoder"
,ta Hotel (4 Alarm) Get Up
is .April March's sixth, full .Iength
l«ids, Rocket From the Crypt!
album, and is not as cutesy as firs~
pop punI<
·'
. . impressions mignt give. ~~u.¥ar" is
an .ortJillous ,tale ?f rape, and "Ideal
"There are TI1oments'in th-e lives- Standard:' Is .a look at inherited alcoof all of us, or shallU say some of us, , holism. Tho)lgh there is a slight lanthat must be lived in French," - guage barrier since several of the
songs are written in French, March's
Djuna Barnes
Pop culture has been influenced sensual voice and Bertrand Burby sounds from around the world, galatls·. i~aginati "e arrangements
but the latest craze seems to be create a nostalgic mood that captiFrench Pop. For a long time French vates· the iistener. Some of March's
music was associated with accor- side· projects include "Don't Whiz
dions, Edith Piaf and Plastic On, the Electric Fen~e" written "for
Bertrand; and that was on a good 'Ren and Stimpy', and the theme,.
day. But a sea of "hange took; plaFe • f~orn 'The Cow and The Chicken'. ,
, Burning ' AI~lInes '~Mi~sioD:
in the past few years, as people out-.
side oC the francophone world (and Contro!!." (~eYie~ed 'BY: 'iason ,
Japan!) discovered the wonoers of I{wiatowsm, ~~ ml!~icstatp .
"Featunng 1. Robbins and Bill
French pop, especially 1960' s
French pop, 1'w.o of the biggest Barbot from Jawbox, Burning ' AirCD's out right now are "Pop Roman- lines does not.merely pick up where
tique French Pop Classics", and Jawbox left off, QU\ creates a new
April
March's
"Chominance
Decoder". Not only charting in the
KMNR,'pljlge 11
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Sou thw ind s Magazine to spo nso r
wri ters wo rks hop Ma rch 20-21

by Mark Egley
South winds Magazin e

I

South winds Magazine , the
University of Missouri-Rolla 's literary magazine, is hosting its 2nd
Semi-Annual Writers Workshop and
I Retreat on the weekend of March
20-21. The workshop will be held at
Laclede Baptist Carnp near Richland, Missouri . Sessions wi ll be
Iaught by experienced writers and
professors, including Dr. W.
Nicholas Knight and Jack Morgan.
Other acti vi ties include an eight
mile float trip down the Gasconade
Rive r, poetry readings and hiking.
For more informatio n, e-mail
5winds@u mr. edu.
Southwinds Magazine is seiling its Fall 1998 issue every Thursday at the Puck. The magazi ne fealures poetry, prose and photograp hs
by UMR's own students and profes;ors, as well as guest submission s.
: opies of the Fall 1998 issue and the
Winter 1998 issue can be purchased

at Eclipse Books, Patty's Bookstore,
Rolla Books, the University Bookstore (Barnes & Noble) and University Book and Supply. Back issues
may be purchased at the Puck on

113 University Center West, use the
online submissio n form on the
Southwind s Magazine webpage at
http://ww w.umr.ed u/-swind s,
e-mail us at swinds@ umr. edu or
drop your submission s by our office
. at the Student Organization Annex.
Deadline for submission s for the
Spring 1999 issue is Apri l 2.
Southwind s Magazine is a nonprofit organization and needs your
support. If you would like to become
a patron of Southwind s and have
your narne featured in our magazine,
or if your organization would like to
purchase , an ad in Southwind s, email us at swinds@umr.edu for
more information.
South w inds
Magazine
is
always looking for creative individuals interested in joining the Southwi nds Staff. For more information
on Southwi nds Magazine or upcoming events sponsored by Southwind s
Magazine, call us at 34 1-6299 or
contact
us
bye-ma il
at
s winds@umr.edu .

I
lIection

Ph~ticat,

French
French

SIma,
,tea new
XI to the

Thursdays or at the Southwind s
Office at 1200 N. Pine Street; Rolla,
Missouri 65409.
To submi t literary or artistic
works for the Spring 1999 issue,
drop your submission by the English
Departmen t, Southwind s Mailbox in

What do you mean, abs tine nce failed?

by Melissa Webber
UMRTECHS

Okay, so abstinence didn't fail.
n fact, when used consistentl y and
:orrectl y, abstinence is the only way
o be 100% sure you don't get all
hose nasty things you don't want
ike H[V, herpes, chlamydia , and
Ither
sex uall y
ransmitted infecions (ST!'s).
But there is
hat trick phrase,
vhen used consis~ntl y and correcty. What fails is how abstinence is
sed, or rather misused. Either we
ltend to practice abstinence and
Jrget in the heat of the moment, or
re don ' t really know what abstience is and how to practice it.
We hear abo ut abstinence from
tany different sources; our parents,
ur church, OUf peers, you name it)
ut when was th.e last time someone
efined abstinence? It may sound
lazy to you, but think for a minute .
lout the actual definition of abstience ... can you define it? The

Me rri am-Webst er
Dictionary
defi nes it as "voluntary refraining. "
That doesn't say much about the
definition of abstinence in relation
to sexual acti vity though. Everyone
is going to have a slightl y difTerent
defi nition based on his or her individual val ues and morals.
The important thing is to

remember that you are trying to protect yourself. Contact with infected
areas is going to put yo u at risk.
Th is includes genital-genital contact, oral-genital contact, anal-genital contact, and in some cases, handgeni tal contact. It is also important
to remember that penetration is not
required to transmit most infections;
just touching is enough.
Make decisions before you get
into an intense moment when emotions and urges are high. Know
what you do and do not want to do.

Stand by the decisions that you
make. Remembe r that you can
choose to practice abstinence at any
time, regardless of whether you 've
had no partners or 100 in the past. [t
is important to be tested for STI's if
yo u have had past risk behaviors as
many STI's do not show symptoms.
Know the facts and know how to
protect yourself. If -you
don 't know something,
ask questions.
There are plenty of
resources out there to
help you .make your
decision and to support
you in any decision that you make.
One of those resources is UMR
TECHS. For more information o'n
abstinence or any other health related issue, please visit our web page,
h ttp: // www . umr.edu / -umr~
techs , e-mail umrtechs @u mr~

. edu or call 341-4225 to speak to
the health educator. If you ' re interested in becom ing a part of UMR
TECHS and helping others in these
areas, look for our online application
or pick one up at Student Health or
106 Norwood.

NU ssou ri~in e r

5t. Pat 's 1999 suc ces sful
by Brian Johnson
St. Pat's Committ ee
Well , St. Pat 's 1999 has come
and gone. The reps of the St. Pat's
Committee hope everyone had a great
time. We certain ly had a good time
working hard to put on the Best Ever.
Remembe r, it 's never too late to
become a distinguished member of
the St. Pat's Committee . If after see-

Hod~y' s

THE VER VE SEC TION NEE DS WRI TER S
FOR THE REM AIND ER OF THIS SEM ESTE R
AND NEx T YEA R!

E-m ail "effr ey Leon g at leon.g @umr . edu,

ing St. Pat 's ' 99, you think you have
somethi ng to contribute , contact Jeff
Smith
at
364-896 8,
or
jmsmit@um r . e du .
The work of the St. Pat 's Committee is never done. Now that we 've
fini shed w ith St. Pat's ' 99, we're
already hard at work on the next celebration . Stay pumped UMR, there's
only 365 DAZE until the Best Ever,
St. Pat's 2000!

Con cert List ing

By Holly Hawkins, Verve Writer

St. Loui s
03/17/99
0]/]'7/99
03117/99
03/18/99
03/18/99
03 /18/99
03/ 19/99
03/20/99
03 /20{99
03/21 /99
0312I199
03/21 /99
03/23 /99
03 /23/99
03124/99
03/25/99
03126199
03/27/99
03/27/99.
03/28/99
03/31199
03/31 /99
03/31 /99
03/3[/99
03 /31/99
04/02/99
04/02/99
04/02199
04102199
04/02/99
04/02/99
04/03/99
04/05/99
04/25199
04/25/99 04125/99

Blue Moon Boys
. Cihzen King
Danko ~ones
Thistle
NoMeansN o
Par McGee Band
Royal Grand Prix
Rusted Root
Clay People
David Grisman Quintet
Fuel
Mayfield Four
Zebrahead
Dub Narcotic Sound System
LC.U.
Static X
'Lord 'Of The Dance Troupe Two
Paul Winter Consort
Attrition
Stuck Mojo
Vibrators
DMX ~
Jay-Z / DMX
Method Man
Redman
Ruff Rydeps
'N Sync
' Chris Whitley
Cryptopsy
International Extreme Festival
String Cheese Incidenf
Tatyana Ali
Salt-N-Pep a
Lauryn Hill
DruHiII
Faith Evans
Total

03/17/99
03117/99
03/18/99
03120/99
03120/99
03 /24/99
03 /31/99
04/08/99

Freakwate r
Sadies
Big Sandy & His Fly Rite Boys
Freedy Johnston
James Armstrong
Susan Tedeschi
Salt-N-Pep a
Dan Mesh

03117/~9

Hi-Pointe
Mississippi Nigbts
Hi-Pointe
Creepy Crawl
6alaxy
Side Door
Ga[axy
American Theatre .
Galaxy
Mississippi Nights
Mississippi N ights
Mississippi Nights
Mississipp i Nights
Galaxy
Galaxy
Galaxy
Fox Theater
Powell Symphony Hall
Firehouse
Karma
Galaxy
Kiel Center
Kie! Cel][er
Kiel Center
Kiel Center
Kie[ Center
Kie[ Center
American Theatre
Hi-Pointe
Hi,Pointe
American Theatre
Kiel Center
Ambassad er Center
Fox Theater
Fox Theater \
Fox Theater
Fox Theater

•

Colu mbia '

KMNR
Are yo u creativ e? Do you like to write about music,
theate r, ph ilosophy or just whatever comes to your mind?

________ ________ ______

From page 10
sound mixing influences of post-punk,
pop and the slightest new wave influence. The plain-as-da y vocals of Robbins atop catchy, intricate, hummable
guitars and punchy dru ms sear your
eardrums and leave a mark you wo n' t
soon forget. Straight ahead rockers
like "Carnival" and "Meccano", while
poppier numbers like "Wheaton Calling" and "Scissoring " get stuck in your
head. Other songs such as "3 Sisters"

Blue NoteBlue Note
B[ue Note
Blue Note
Mojo's
Bh,!e Nofe
B[ue Note
Mojo's

and " Flood of Foreign Capital" swirl
off into a darker, melanchol y altitude.
There's even a track with dialog from
Orson Welles' film version of Franz
Kafka's The Trial.
"Mission:Control! " is an altogether pleasant experience , and I
would recommend it to any musical
traveller that has enj oyed the sounds
of Jawbox, Jets to Brazil, or Shiner.
The following DJs fly the Bum ing
Airlines : Jason (Sunday 9 - Midnight), Dave? (Monday Midnight - 3
a.m.), Leah (Wednesday 9 - Midnight), Don (Friday 3 - 6 a. m.).
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Comics / Diversions

~CR OSSWORD

PUZZLE

~

10

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY
11

DOWN
1 Wtget

I't.\~~,

2 Before {poetic}

S\J1' 'tt>UR f>.,CT

S~~I<;'''-IGp.,\1<O ~\JGM

3 Building set
4D8sh
5 Theater box
6 High card

S\l'T ON -n-l1S PL\l";>

66
DAYS

J~' !?N"
1b &\!"P\)~-n:,

Sl~,

'<bU

~ULD

\-I1>-'1G p., PRotM<;"NG. C~R";~ IN
CON0RESS. . _,

7 Near
8 Calculale
9 Growl
10 Hawallan garland

11 At this time
16 Pointed piece of rnetaI
18 R~ (abbr.)

1IOl ...

-+---1--1 20 Powder
21 Fragrant 011
~+--,f--+-~ 22 Rope
23 "'.aliclous ill win
24 Build
25 Right-hand page of book

EPISODE
1
lIImM11NlRAII

27 Cut away from

32 Flower receptacle
33 Pertaining to the senses
35 Religious body

37 Itemize
39 Thrusting weapOn
42 Numbers {abbr.}

31 Throw out
33 Dry, as In wine
34 Equally
35 Spit {p.t.}
36 Put in offICe
36 Let go
40 Inside
41 43,560 sq. ft .
42 Loch

44
21 Against

23 Embroidered design
26 Screwdrtveffi, (or example

28 Braid
, 29 Concerning
. 30 Rocks on top

of hili

C~s

46AITest
49 BOW; curve
50 Edges
52 Fish eggs
53 Prepare golf ball
54 Rub out
55 Deviate from course

43 Feminine suffIX
44 Dayo(week (abbr.)
45 Is (p.!.)
46 Government spys (abbr.)
47 Not alive upon arrival (abbr.)
48 Evergr~n tr.ee
51 Railroad {abbr.}
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/www.facade.com/Fun/amiinpi ~

Libra (September 23 - October 22): Think rationally or
you're going to end up sitting around under a blanket cut off
from the world.

~

Aries (March 21 - April 19): All Aries people love cheese.
Maybe you'll stumble onto a wheel of cheese this week. That
would be cool.

~

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21): I hope you didn't catch
scabies from that Libra. You need to learn how close is too
close,

~

Taurus (April 20 - May 20): Go through your couch. All
kinds of goodies will appear: quarters, cheetos, micro
machines.

e

Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21): Make sure you
don't throw great big buckets of water on other people's happiness. That sucks.

®

Gemini (May 21 - June 20): You think about the future too
much. Go buy some leopard underwear and put them on your
head; then you're not worrying about stuff that's not important.

~
'{f9

Capricorn (December 22 - January 19): Run really hard
sometimes. It's good for you. Skipping is nice too. You can't
skip without smiling. Think about it-YOU CAN'T.

,.

"

~ Cancer (June 21 - July 22): You're listening to gossip too
~ much. Stop it. It's annoying.

Iffi!!I\ Aquarius (January 20 - February 18):
'til Teletubbies, they're bad, BAD!

~ Leo (July 23 - August 22): Orange, navy, and pink don 't go
together. Remember that, otherwise you'll be gross,

~ Pisces (February 19 - March 20): The harmonica is fun.

Vf;JI

~ Virgo (August 23 - September 22): Corduroy pants are the
worst to pee your pants in. Avoid this at all costs.

v..:tf!!I

~ Learn to play and waste the day away.

Don't watch the
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----Employment---Full-Time/ Summer
AMERICAN GREETINGS
Interview Date: 0313119912:00 :00 AM

www.americangreetings.com
Position: "Full-Time: Industrial Engineer
Location: Osceola, Arkansas
Minimum GPA: 2.65
Grad Date : 12101 /9812:00:00 AM to 08/01/9912:00:00 AM
Classi fication: Sr. Gr. Stu.
Status: A ctive
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CM PS B
CMPE B
CMP E M
ELEC M
ELEC B
CM PS M
ENPLB
EMAN B EMAN M
MECHM
ENPL M
MECH B
MGTS B
MGTS M
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING : Tuesday, March 30 - 6:00 p.m. Location to be announced Deadline
for submitting resumes: March 19 - 8:00 a.m.
ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC
Interview Date: 03/19199 12:00:00 AM

www.aecinet.org
Position: "Full-Time & Summer Intem
Location: New Madrid Power Plant, New Madrid , MO
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 12101/01 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B
MECHM
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thursday, March 18 - 8:30 a.m. Meramec Room - UCE Deadline
for submitting resumes: March 1
BARRY-WEHMlllER COMPANY
Interview Date: 03130199 12:00:00 AM

www . barry- wehmiller .com
Minimum GPA:
Grad Date : 05/01/00 12:00:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
CARONDELET CORPORATION
Interview Date: 0313119912:00:00 AM
Minimum GPA:
Grad Date: 05/01 /0012 :00 :00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
CDI CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03131/9912:00 :00 AM
Position: "Full-Time
Location: Peoria, Illinois
Minimum GPA: 2.65
Grad Date: 05/01/99 12:00:00 AM to 01 /01 /0012:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
MECH B
METB
THIS IS A CONTRACT COMPANY
No on-campus recruiting - collecting resumes only for company Deadline for submitting resumes:
March 19 - 8:00 a.m.
CECO CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION L.L.C.
Interview Date: 03/17/99 12:00:00 AM

www.cecoconcrete . com
Position: "Full-Time: Concrete Construction Engineer
Location: Kansas City; Seatlle, WA
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05/01/9912 :00:00 AM to 12101/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CIVLB
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 4
CITY OF ST. CHARLES
Interview Date: 03/2119912:00:00 AM
Position: "Summer Intern
Location: SI. Charles, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.5
Grad Date: 12101/9912:00:00 AM to 12101 /0 1 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVLB
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS - Collecting resumes only for company Deadline for submitting resumes:
March 22 - 8:00 a.m.

CITY OF ST. C.HARlES
Interview Date : 03/21/99 12:00 :00 AM
Schedule No: 797
Position: "Summer Intern
Location: SI. Charles, Mo
Minimum GPA: 2 .5
Grad Date: 12/01/9912:00:00 AM to 1210 1/01 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship : USIPerm Only
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVL B
NO CAMPUS INTERVI EWS - Collecting resumes only for company Deadline for submitting
resumes: March 22 - 8:00 a.m.

,_

q

I

CONTINENTAL DISC CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03/17/9912:00:00 AM

www.contdisc.com
Schedule No: 785

M

Position : "Full-Time : Design Engineer
Location: liberty, Missouri
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912 :00 :00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: Manual
METB
MECH B
Part of schedule being set up from resumes collected by the company at the Career Fair OPEN 11
SIGN-UP DATE: March 8 - 8:00 a.m.

e

CRAWFORD, MURPHY & TIllY, INC.
Interview Date: 04/08/99 12:00:00 AM
www.crntengr.com
Schedule No: 569

rl

Position: "Full-Time: Entry Level Transportation Engr; Entry Level Environmental Engr.
Location: SI. Louis, MO; Springfield, IL; Aurora, IL; Rockford IL
Minimum GPA: 2.75
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912:00 :00 AM to 08101/9912:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method : PRS-Open
CIVLB
CIVLM
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 18
, ,~

DANA CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03/30199 12:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 781
Position: "Summer Intem: Mechanical
Location: Colubmia, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /9912:00 :00 AM to 12101/01 12:00:00 AM
C~izenship : USIPerm Only
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Status: Active
MECHB
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 16 - 8:00 a.m.
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DANA CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03/1819912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 782
Position: "Full-Time: Engineer-in-Training
Location: Columbia, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00 :00 AM to 08/01/9912:00 :00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
MECH B
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
Schedule being set up from resumes collected by the company at the Career Fair
DAXCON, INC.
Interview Date: 03118199 12:00:00 AM
www . daxcon . com

Schedule No: 677
Position: "FUll-Time: MechanicallDesign Engineer
Location: Midwest U.S.
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/9912:00 :00 AM to 08101/99 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
MECH B
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 24
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EN-SYNC GROUP
Interview Date: 04101199 12:00:00 AM
_ _ Schedule No: 792
Position: 'Full-Time: Sales Engineer
Location: Kansas Cily, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912 :00:00 AM to 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CIVL B
CMPE B
ELEC B
I EMAN B
GEE B
MECH B
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, March 31 - 6:30 p.m. Missouri Room - UCE
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 18 - 8:00 a.m.

r---

GUARDIAN FABRICATION
Interview Date: 03/3019912:00:00 AM
www .guardian .com
Schedule No: 759
Position: 'Full-Time: Supervisor
Location: Central Califomia and across North America
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 1210!,98 12:00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912 :00 :00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
.
CER B
ELEC B
MECH B
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 8

Gateway to Careers
Job Fair
Thursday, March 25, 1999
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

I

HAMPTON TILLEY ASSOC
Interview Date: 03/17/99 12:00:00 AM
www . hamptontilley.com
Schedule No: 786
Position: 'Full-Time: Process Controls Computer Engr
Location : St. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05101/9912:00:00 AM to 08/01/9912 :00 :00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
K F~r OPEN
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CMPE B
ELEC B
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 11 - 8:00 a.m.

;,-gr.

lS·8.

HORIZON CONSULTING
Interview Date: 03J29/99 12:00:00 AM
www . hrznconsult i ng .com
Schedule No: 747
Position: 'Full-Time: Developer
Location: SI. Louis; Chicago
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912:00 :00 AM 10 12101 /99 12:00:00 AM
Cilizenship: US Only
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CMPS B
ELEC B
EMAN B
MECH B
MGTS B
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 8
J.B. Hunt
Interview Date: 03118199 12:00:00 AM
www. jbhunt . c om
Schedule No: 769
r Position: 'Full-Time: Logistics Manager
Location: Lowell , Arkansas
Minimum GPA: 3.15
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912 :00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912 :00 :00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Melhod: PRS-CLOSED
EMAN B E M A N M
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 11 - 8:00 a.m.
JOHNSON CONTROLS
Interview Date: 0312719912:00 :00 AM
www . jci.com
Schedule No: 795
Position : 'Summer Intem
Location: Jefferson Cily, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.7
Grad Dale: 12101 /9912 :00 :00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: USlPerm Only
Classification: So.
Jr.
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-Open
CMPE B
CMPS B
ELEC B
MECH B
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEWS - Collecting resumes for onl y for company
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 18 - 8:00 a.m.

Register at yOUI' Career Center
$5 fire.-ReglstnJtlDn by Aflll'Ch 18
$10 ReglstnJtlDn . -the DoOr

Held on the campus of
University of Mlssourl-SU.Duls

Mark Twain Building

ATIENTION STUDENTS
Unsold Textbooks for Winter 99 Semester
will be returned to the Publishers starting March 22
at the UMR Bookstore

cvinner witli Senator Stee{maq

~~~~~~~l

Date: April 8, 1999
Time: 7:00 - 8:30 PM
Place: Centennial Hall West
in UCE
J{ostea 6y %e jIssociateaStuifents of tlie Vniversity of:Missouri
ti%e Student rv'ozee in State (}lYVemment"
The dinner is open to all current UMR students, faculty and staff free of charge.
Seating is limited . Reservations must be made by Friday, April 2.
212 UCW .. 34 1-4970 .. umrasum@umr. edu .. www,umr,edu/ - umrasum
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Interview Date: 03/2919912:00:00 AM
www . keyence . com
Schedule No: 510
Positlon: ' Full-Time: Inside Applicalion Engineer
Location: SI. Louis, MO
Minimum GPA : 2.45
Grad Date: 05/01/9912:00:00 AM to 08/01/99 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Status: Cancel
Sign-Up Method : PRS-CLOSED
CIVL B
CHE B
CER B
MECH B
EMAN B
ELEC B
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 8
KM2 DESIGN GROUP
Interview Date: 03/3119912:00:00 AM
www.km2.c om

Sched ule No: 790
Position: ' F.ull-Time: Design Engineer
Location: Springfield, Illinois
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00:00 AM to 08/01 /9912 :00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perrn Only
Status: Active
Sign·Up Method: PRS·Open
ELEC B
ELEC M
MECH B
MECHM
Information on position available in 30 1 Norwood Hall
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 19 - 8:00 a.m.
MOTOROLA - CELLULAR GROUP
Interview Date: 04/0219912 :00 ;.00 AM
www .mo t.com
Schedule No: 738
Position: ' Full-Time: Celluar System Test Engr; Network Administrator
Location: Fort Worth, TX
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/0 1/99 12:00:00 AM to 08/01 /99 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS·CLOSED
ELEC B
CMPSM
CMPS B
ELEC M
Deadline for submitting resumes: March 12 - 8:00 a.m.
OSAGE CONSTRUCTORS
Interview Date: 03/1819912:00:00 AM
Schedule No: 741
Position: 'Full-Time & Summer Intern
Location: Information not available
Minimum GPA: 2.55
Grad Date: 12101 /9 812 :00:00 AM to 12101 /0 1 12:00:00 AM
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Status: 'Actlve
Sign-Up Method: PRS-CLOSED
CIVLB
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 26
PAUL MUELLER COMPANY
Interview Date: 03/1719912:00:00 AM

www . paulmuel ler . com
Schedule No: 770
Position: 'Full-Time: See below
Location: Springfield, MO
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 12101/99 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
AEROB
CHE B
CIVLB
CMPEB
ELEC B
EMAN B
MECH B
METB
NUCL B
PETR B
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednesday, March 17 - 9:30 a.m. Meramec Room - UCE 'Project Manager; Estimator; Manufacturing Engr; Construction Manager Deadline for submitting
resumes: March 10 - 8:00 a.m.
TOSHfBA INTERNATIONAL
Interview Date: 03/17199 12:00:00 AM
www.tic.toshiba.com
Schedule No: 736
Position : 'Full-Time: See below
Location: Houston, TX; Japan
Minimum GPA: 2.45
Grad Date: 05/01 /9912:00:00 AM to 12101 /99 12:00:00 AM
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PR8-FCFS
ELEC B
EMAN B
MECH B
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, March 16 - 7:00 p.m.
Alex's Pizza, 122 West 8th Street, Rolla 'Sales Associate (first 2 years); Design Engr; Production
Engr; Design Engr Trainee (Houston, TX or Japan); Field Service Engr Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall Deadline for submitting resumes: March 4 - 8:00 a.m.

dn esday,

Wednesday, March 17, 1999

TRADOC ANALYSIS CENTER, U.S. ARMY
Interview Date: 04/07199 12:00:00 AM
www.purple.army.mil
Schedule No: 794
Position : 'Summer Intern: Student Trainee
Location : Ft. Leavenworth , KS; White Sands Missile Range, NM; Fort Lee, VA
Minimurn GPA: 2.0
Grad Date: 05/01/01 12:00:00 AM to 12101/02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Classification: So.
Status: Active
AERO B
AMTH B
CHE B
CIVL B
CMPE B
CMPS B
ELEC B
EMAN B
MECH B
MET B
NUCL B
PHYS B
PRE-RECRU ITMENT MEETING: Tuesday, April 6 - 6:00 p.rn. Silver & Gold Room - UCE OPEN
SIGN-UP DATE: March 29 . '8:00 a.m.
U.S. ARMY ROLLA RECRUITING STATION
Interview Date: 03/29/99 12:00:00 AM

www.goarmy.com
Schedule No: 793
Position : ' Full·Time & Program for college students
Minimum GPA: 2.0
Grad Date : 12101/9812:00:00 AM·to 12101/0212:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Jr.
Classification: Fr. So.
Status: Active
A&S B
A&S M
\ A&S P
A&S D
ENG B
ENG M
ENG P
ENG D
M&M B
M&M M
M&M P
M&M D
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 17 - 8:00 a.m.
U.S. DEPT OF DEFENSE-NAVY RECRUITING
. Interview Date: 04/06199 12:00:00 AM
www.navystlouis.com
Schedule No: 658
Position: 'Summer Intern and Full-Time: Engineering
Location: East and West Coast
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Classification: So. Jr.
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: Manual
A&S B
A&S M
ENG B
ENG M
M&MB
M&MM
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 2 - 8:00 a.m.
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U.S. DEPT OF DEFENSE-NAVY RECRUITING
Interview Date: 04/0619912:00:00 AM
www.navystlouis.com
Schedule No: 658
Position: 'Summer Intern and FUll-Time: Engineering
Location: East and West Coast
Minimum GPA: 2.95
Grad Date: 12101 /98 12:00 :00 AM to 12101 /02 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US Only
Classification: So. Jr.
Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: Manual
A&S B
A&S M
ENG B
ENG M
M&M B
M&M M
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: March 2 . 8:00 a.m.
WESTAR CORPORATION
Interview Date: 03/1719912:00:00 AM
www.westar.com
Schedule No: 713
Position : 'Full-Time & Summer Intem: Software Developers
Location: SI. Louis, Missouri
Minimum GPA: 2.7
Grad Date: 12101/9812:00:00 AM to 12101 /01 12:00:00 AM
Citizenship: US/Perm Only
Classification: Jr. Sr.
Gr. Stu.
Status: Active
Sign-Up Method: PRS-FCFS
CMPE B
CMPE M
CMPSB
CMPSM
ELEC B
ELEC M
Copy of Transcript must be submitted with resume. Turn in transcripts at 301 Norwood Hall. Dead'
line for submitting resumes: February 24
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CO-Op

12TH & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

03115/99 12:00:00 AM
03/31/9912:00:00 AM

Dana Corporation-Perfect Circle Sealed Power
SI. Louis, MO (Manchester Mo Plant)
, MECH B
Sophomore
Junior 2.0
changed interview to 3/15/99
Sign-ups released 218/99
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3110/99
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION August 1999

Have a
Great
Spring
Break!!!

Basler Electric
Highland , IL
ELEC B
Junior
Senior 2.95
Sign-ups released 2117/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/17/99
start 1st co-op work session May/June 1999 through Dec
1999

I

03/16/99 12:00:00 AM

UCE OPEN

1

Advanced Circuitry Div-Lltton Sys.
Springfield, Mo
CHE B
MECH B
Junior
Senior 2.45
Sign-ups released: 218/99
SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3110/99
TiTlE - ENGINEERING ASSISTANT
webpage address - http'/ /www.l i t t onacdipe.com
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION May/June 99 and
or August 99
03118/9912:00:00 AM

Osage Constructors Inc.
Fulton, MO
CIVLB
Junior
Senior 2.55
Sign-ups released 2-15-99
Sign-ups closed 3110/99
start 1st co-op work session summer 99

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT

03/31/99 12:00:00 AM

Dow Chemical Company
Freeport, TX
ELEC B
Junior
Senior 2.7
US Only
Sign-ups released: 2125/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/19/99

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNAC~
MIXED DRINKS AT THE GROTTO.
OHBABY!!!

03/31/99 12:00:00 AM

Pepsi-Cola Company
SI. Louis, MO
ELEC B
EM AN B
MECH B
Junior
Senior 2.0
Pre-recruitment Meeting 3/30/99 7pm UCE Meramec
room
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESS ION May/June 1999

T.A.COS db

EI"£7~~ITOS

Friday 11 :30-2 :00

04/06/99 12:00:00 AM

City of Kansas City
Kansas City, MO
CIVL B
CMPS B
. ELEC B
MECH B
Sophomore
Junior
Senior 2.0
Schedule open for sign-ups 3/3/99
Schedule closed 4/1/99
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1999

03130/99 12:00:00 AM

Caterpillar
Peoria, IL
CHE B
CHE M
CHE D
CMPE B
CMPE M
CMPE D
CMPS B
CMPS M
CMPS D
ELEC B
ELEC M
ELEC D
EMAN B
EM AN M
EM AN D
MECH B
MECH M
~AI=r.1-I n

Extra $1. CO Off With This Coupon

04/08/9 9 12:00:00 AM

MET B
METM
METD
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Grad Stu. 2.75
US/Perm Only
Eman students (marketing only) per Caterpillar reque st
Schedule Open for sign-ups 3/ 1/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 3119/99
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION August 1999

MagneTek Advanced Development Ctr.
SI. Louis , Missouri
AMTH B
CMPS B
MGTS B
CMPE B
.ELEC B
MECH B
Junior
Senior 2.45
Sign-ups released 2116/99
Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/19/99 8am .
start 1st co-op work session May/June 1999, August 1999
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Other Services Available:
Laminating, Binding, Transparencies

Southside Shoppers World
1028 South Highway 63
Rolla MO 65401
573-364-0006
573-364-0007 (fax )

T ownfle ld Plaza
320 Ichord Ave. Suite H
Waynesville, MO 65583
573-774-5538
573-774-5744 (fax)
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----Financial Aid---RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been employed as a fanmworker in the past two years, you may
be eligible to recei ve free educational
fee assistance for yo ur education. If
you have worked as a fanm, orchard,
greenhouse or poultry/egg production
. employee, you may qualify. To obtain
details and the field representative
closest to you call 1-800-234-4971.

RMI STARTS NEW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Rural Missouri, Incorporated has
established a scholarship program to
assist individuals in achieving their
educational goals. The scholarships
are available to RMI training program
participants and/or borrowers in
RMl's loan programs (and their
dependents). A maximum often (10)
scholarships up to $500 each will be
awarded each year. Financial assistance is limited to tuition, books, class
materials and associated cost. Applications will be accepted throughout
the year. Please call (573) 635-0 136
for an application or more infonmation.

C

,a
~

;

CHRYSLER ANNOUNCES NEW
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
With an eye toward assisting outstanding college bound students,
Chrysler Corporation recently awarded 1,000 grants to 40 recipients
through its new Junior Golf Scholarship Program. Even though the majority of the winners play golf, all selections were made based upon their academic and extracurricular effort. For
more infonmation on this exciting program call 1-800-856-0764.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT AGENCY
Let the Anmy pay your way through
Medical, Dental Optometry School , or
degree
in
a
Doctoral
level
ClinicallResearch Psychology. Scholarship includes: full educational fees ,
required books, lab fees, required
equipment rental , $865.00 monthly
stipend. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ARMY SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUN ITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN DI NO L. MURPHY OR MRS.
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1-800829-0924 .

KIDS' CHANCE INC. OF MI SSOU RI
What is Kids' Chance? It is a nonprofit corporation developed by interested employe rs, attosrneys, laborers,
insurers, third pan y admini strators.

.-

government officials, heal th care representatives
and
rehabilitation
providers. The purpose of Kids'
Chance is to provide educational
scholarships to financially assist the
education of children of workers who
have been seriously injured or killed
in Missouri work related injuries.
Which Children are Eligible for the
Scholarship? To be eligible for the
scholarship the child 's parent must
have sustained a serious injury ' or
fatality in a Missouri work related
accident covered by workers c(lmpensation. The parent's injury or death
must be compensable under Missouri
Workers' Compensation Law, Chapter
287 RSMo. The child must be
between the ages of 16 and 25. When
do yo u apply? Applications are
accepted at any time. KIDS'
CHANCE Scholarships are awarded
on basis of need throughout the year
as funds are avai lable. The deadline
for accepti ng applications for a one
yea r scholarship (fall and spring
semesters) is May 15th. The deadline
for accepting applications for the
spring semester only is October 30th.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Assistance Office, G-I
Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 65409-0250
or by calling 1-800-484:5733 - code
5437 (KIDS).

THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION
FUND
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
private, benevolent endeavor established eight years ago w ith the help of
a Canadian/American benefactor.
Each year financial assistance is available to full-time students in both
Canada and the United States. Full
Canadian or American citizenship is a
requirement. Awards are available to
both male and female students for all
areas of post secondary study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is required. Criteria
other than strictly academic ability
and financial need arc considered in
the selection process. Selected students wi ll receive up to $3,000. Filing
dates for mailing applications in 1999
are April 1st, June 1st, and November
15th. To receive an application please
send only a stamped (US 33 cent),
self-addressed, standard letter size
(No. 10) envelope to the following
address: The J.ohn Gyles Education
Fund, Attention: The Secretary, P. O.
Box 4808 , 712 Riverside Drive, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E3B
5G4 .

AMERICORPS
EDUCATION
AWARDS PROGRAM
The AmeriCorps Education Awards
Program offers members the standard
AmeriCorps education stipend of over
$4,700 for one yea r of community
service, but unlike AmeriCorps USA,
it does not provide a living allowa nce

or other benefits. For infonmatio n on
this program contact the Student
Financial Assistance Office, G-I
Parker Hall.

AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: Applicants must be U.S. citizens, of good
moral character, physically qualified
for an Air Force commission, currently enrolled or accepted for the next
enrolling class of an accredited allopathic or osteopathic school within
the United or Puerto Rico, and not
contractually obligated to serve a state
or other party upon graduation. Interested persons should contact) heir Air
Medical Recruiter for more infonmation and/or and interview and application. (573-446-6750)

STATE SPONSORED MISSOURI
NATIONAL GUARD EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Any member of the M issol!fi National
Guard who is serving in the Missouri
National Guard satisfactorily, and
who possesses the qualifications set
forth in application may be awarded
educational assistance to an approved
public institution or an approved private institution, as those tenms are
defined in RSMO Section 173.205, of
his/her choice while he/she is a member of the' Missouri National Guard.
ELIGIBILITY CR ITERIA :
Is a
member of the Missouri National
Guard Is certified by the Unit commander that the soldier/ainman is participating satisfactorily in required
training of the Missouri National .
Guard Has not previously received a
bachelor's degree from an accredited
post secondary institution. Has ·
achieved and maintains a cumulative
grade point average (GPA) of at least
a 2.5 , grade point on a 4.0 scale, or the
equivalent on other scale approved by
the program administrator, while in a
secondary school. Is enrolled, or has
been accepted for enrollment, as a full
or part-time undergraduate student in
an approved private or public institution. Has never been convicted in any
co un of an offense which involved the
use of force, disruption, or seizure of
property under the control of an institution of higher educat ion to prevent
official s or students in such inst itutions from engaging in their duties or
pursuing their st udie ~. Has not
enrolled or who intends to use the
award to enroll , in a course of study
leading to a degree in theology or
divinity. Has not recei ved Educational
Assistance under the MONGEAP
which exceeds or wi ll exceed financial assistance for more than a total of
ten (10) semesters or their equivalent.
Appl icat ion dead lines:
Summer
Semester taking appl ication s from

January I - April 30. Applications
available in the Student Financial
Assistance Office, G-I Parker Hall.

ROTARY CLUB OF FLORIS- '
SANT LOAN PROGRAM
The Florissant Rotary Club wishes to
infonm students of a loan program.
which is available for eligible students
through the Flo-Ro Trust. This program is pan oa an overall effort by the
Florissant Rotary Club to assist in the
education of qualified students within
the Florissant Rotary's service area.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERlA: A candidate must reside in the Florissant
Rotary Club service area. (North St.
Louis County, north of Highway 270)
A candidate must have completed a
minimum of 60 semester hours at an
accredited college or university. A
candidate must complete the Flo-Ro
Trust Loan application and provide all
required materials. A candidate must
be enrolled for a minimum of 12
semester credit hours during the
semester of the loan period for a bachelor's degree, or 10 semester credit
hours for a graduate degree. Interested students contact: Mr. Ronald
Schmidt, 80 I St. Francois Street,
Florissant, MO 63031 or call (314)
921-5100.

JAMES MADISON MEMORIAL
FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION
The Foundation is seeking applicants
with a demonstrated commitment to a
career in teaching American history,
American government, or social studies at the secondary I~vel. Applicants
for a fellowship, must be: A U.S. citizen or U.S. national; and A teacher,
or planning to be a teacher, of American history, American govemment, or
social studies at the secondary school
JUNIOR FELLOWSHIPS,
level.
awarded to students who are about to
complete, or have recently completed,
their undergraduate course of study
and intend to pursue full-time graduate work. SENIOR FELLOWSHIPS,
awarded to experienced teachers who
want to pursue grad uate studies on a
part-time basis through summer and
evening classes. For additional information and detailed regulations about
the Foundation and the fellowship
program, or to receive an application
packet, please vis it the Foundation's
web site: ht tp, / / www . james.J
madi son . com or call Toll-free at:
1-800-525-6928.

r olher man

ested in careers in the surface finishing field .
REQUIREMENTS:
Undergraduate students must be
studying in metallurgy, metallurgiCal
engineering, materials science or
engineering, chemistry, chemical
engineering, or environmental engi.
neering Selection factors include
achievement, scholarship potential,
motivation and interest in the finishing technologies Must be a full-time
student during the academic year the
scholarship is received Financial need
is not a factor Application available
in the Student Fin~cial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall Application
deadline is April 15, 1999
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incoming freshmen . Applicants must
have an overall minimum GPA of 3.0
on a 4.0 scale.

Lucille B. Kaufman Women's
Scholarship
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$1 ,000 for a female student enrolled
in a manufacturing engineering or
technology program. Applicants muSI
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on a 4.0 scale.
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William E. Weisel Scholarship
Fundsupports one scholarship of$I ,OOO for
a student enrolled in a manufacturing
engineering or technology program
who is seeking a career in the manufac turing, robotics, or automated systems fields. Applicants must have an
overall minimum GPA of 3.5 on a 4.0
scale.
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American Institute of Che mical
Engineers (AIChE)
The scholarship of appro ximately
$2,OOO/year is awarded to deserving
Chemical Engineering majors from
the Kansas City area. (Not given
every yea r.) For more information
Dr. Mary lee Sou th ard ,
contact:
Chemical & Petroleum Eng. Dept.,
University of Kansas, 4006 Learned,
Lawrence, KS 66045 , phone: 785864-3 868 or mary lee@ukans.edu.

cation Deadline: March 21 , 1999. For
mo re information contact:
Joyce
Neal, 13905 ' No rth II 0th Terrace,
Lenexa, KS 66215, phone: 8 16-9974188.

E ngineers Club of Kansas City
(EC)
The Engineers club was founded as an
' organization dedicated to assisting
those persons wishing to pursue a
career in engineering. The EC's Student Assistance Fund (SAF) provides
up to $1,000 in financial assistance to
. Kansas City area students enrolling or
enrolled in an acc redited engineering
curriculum. The SAF service area
includes the following counties Cass,
Clay, Jackson, Platte, and Ray in Mi ssouri ; and Johnson, Leavenworth and
Wyandotte in 'Kansas. Financial assistance is offered primaril y in the form
of grants. Qualification Criteria:
Financial need, accredited engineering curriculum, GPA, and progress
towards degree. Application Deadline: June 1st For more information
contact: John Frerking, Bums &
McDonnell , 9400 Wa rd Parkway,
Kansas City, MO 64 114, Phone:
816-822-3347.

M id-West Concrete Ind ustry Board
(MCIB)
The fund is an endowment fund that
will provide financial assistance to
college engineering students pursuing
a Bachelor of Science or higher
degree that includes concrete and concrete design courses as an integral part
of their degree program. Applicant 's
perm anent residence mu st be in
Kansas or Missouri within a 150 mi le
radius of the Kansas/Missouri state
line at highway 135. Qualification
Criteria: Financial need, academic
achievement, curriculum , growth,
character, leadership capacity and
career interest. Application Deadline:
April 30th For more information contact: The Mid-West Concrete Industry
Board, Inc., Jim Thompson, P.O. Box
6085, Shawnee Mission, KS 66206 ,
phone: 913-681-2219.

Nation al Society of Black Engineers
(NSBE)
The objective of the Scholarship Program is to provide assis tance to
African American students pursuing
an engineering degree. The National
Society of Black Engineer 's overall
mi ssion is to increase the number of
c ulturally responsible Black Engineers encouraging them to excel academically, succeed professionally and
to positively impact the community.
American Society for Quality Qualification Criteria: African Amer(ASQ)
ican, GPA 2.75 or higher, atte nd a
The ASQ Kansas City Sect ion 130 I - high school in Kansas City, MO or
will award three $ 1000 scholarships Kansas C ity, KS and plan to major in
in 1999. The purpose is to promote engi neering, a nd ACT/SAT scores.
Appli cation Deadline: April 30th For
education in the quality sciences and
encourage careers in the quality promore informati on contact : Cheryl
fession . Qualification Criteria: Be
Hooper, NSBE Scholarship Program,
enrolled in an eligible college as a P.O. Box 300 /1 , Kansas City, MO
full-time or part-time student ; mini - 64 1/2, phone: 8 16-235-129 1, e-ma il :
mum GPA of 2.75 ; be sponsored by a hooperc@ umkc.ed u.
Kansas Cily Seclion member. Appli-

ROLLA LIONS CLUB VANCE
SCHOLARSHIP FUND OFFERS
$1,000
REQUIREMENTS: Financial need
highly regarded Must be Newburg, St.
James, or Ro ll a Hi gh School Grad uate
Min . g.p.a. 3.0 Applications available
in the Student Financial Ass istance
Office, G-I Parker Hall. Applications
deadline must be returned no later
than: April I, 1999

AMERICORPS NATIONAL SERVICE
Students wishing to recei ve information on this program may call 1-800s942-2677 or visit

www . americorps . org

NAWIC NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION ST.LOUIS MISSOURJ CHAPTER 38
Students must be enrolled in a curriculum lead ing to a career in a construction-related field . Applicants are
selected based uon financial need ,
grad point average and commitment
to their field of study. NAWIC MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES ARE
NOT ELIGIBLE. Equal consideration will be given to a ll applicants,
male and fema le. Applications available in the Student Financial Assistance Office , G-I Parker Hall. Submittal deadline is: March 3 1, 1999

•

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
WOMEN IN CONST RU CTION
THE GREATER KANSAS CITY,
MO NAWIC SCHOLARSHIP
FOUN DATIO N
The National Association of Women

I

in construction is an international
association of approximately 6,000
women enployed in various phases of
the construction industry. The Greater
Kansas City, Missouri NAWIC Scholarship Foundation offers scholarships
to students pursuing a career in the
construction industry. Applications
avai lab le in the Student Financial
Assistance Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Applications must be postmarked on
or before: March 31, 1999 .

AIR & WASTE MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION MIDWEST SECTION
Indi viduals must be full or part-time
graduate students pursuing a course of
stud y and research at the start of the
1999/2000 academic year leading to
careers in air pollution control andlor
waste management. The Scholarship
is only a one-year award. To qualify
for a second year, indi viduals must
reapply. Undergrad uate studen ts are
eligi ble to app ly if they have been
accepted into a program of graduate
study. Appli cations available in the
Student Financial Assistance Office,
G-I Parker Hall. Application material s must be postmarked by: May
31 , 1999

DEEDEE BECKER NU RS ING
LOAN
The Deedee Becker Nursing Loan is
an interest-free loan. Students must
have high financial need and plan to
pursue a degree in licensed practica l
nursing, registered nursing, or a bachelor of science in nursing. All of the
eligibil ity criteria for the Interest-Free
Loan Program must be met to apply
for the loan.

1999/2000 DESK AND DERRICK
EDUCATIONAL TRUST SCHOLARSHIP
The Association of .Desk and Derrick
c lubs sponsors a scholarship program
through the Desk and Derrick Educational Trust for student citizens of the
United States or Canada who have
completed two years of undergrad uate
studies with a minimum of 3.0 grade
point average (computed on a 4.0
scale). Applicants must be pursuing a
degree in a major field of study to the
petroleum industry wi th the objective
of obtaining full -time employment in
the petroleum, energy and allied
industries and have need of financial
assistance. Applications availab le in
the Student Financial Assistance
Office, G-I Parker Hall. Application
deadline must be received on or
before: April I, 1999.

THE SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF ST. LOUIS AMEREN
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Through a gift from the Amere n Corporation . The Scholarship Foundation is providing grants of $2,500 per
year to 100 students. The Scholarship
Foundation is solel y responsible for
the selection of grant recipients.
Dependents of emplo yees and
employees of Ameren and its subsidiaries are not eligible. ELIGIBILITY: Be a customer or dependent of a
customer of the Ameren Corporation
(A merenU E or AmerenC IPS). Be a

Classified Ads
Roommate needed
Preferably F. grad.student 2 Bedroom apt. 1 bath , central heat Gas
stove, storage area Laundry in
basement Walking distance to campus $1631month + 1/2 utilities Call
Elena(h)341-2466 (0)341-6281

SPRINGBREAK BEACHES Daytona, Panama City, Padre, Miami,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc.
Best hotels, prices, parties. Browse
www . icpt . com. Reps eam cash,
free trips Call Inter-Campus 800327-6013

WOMEN'S WEDDING BAND SET:
Engagement solitaire a nd matching
wrap. The solitaire is a .25 ct diamond and It has two l / t 2 ct diamonds on either side of it. The wrap
has five 1/ 12 ct diamonds. Both
bands are 14K gold and are size 6.
It was priced at $1200, but I need
the money so I will sell it for $600.
My phone number is 341-8626.

Furnished studio apartmen t
I have a lease to continue till May
31,99. 1204 N. Pine Rolla. Bed ,
desk, refrigerator, book shelf,
microwave oven included. Utility
paid. Laund ry in building. The current rent $ 185/month. Willing to
offer $120/month rent to continue
my lease. The lease may also be
extended as lOng as needed. It will
be available anytime. Respond to
fhui@umr. edu or call Fangmin
(0)341 4975 , (H)308 3438

For Rent: 3 Blocks from UMR
1106 N. Olive House : Living
Bedrms;
Rm (13x26) 3
Large
Kitchen ; Stove; Refrig ; Central AC,
Ceiling Fans. RENT: $41 O.month
Unit B: 2-Bedrm Efficiency Apartment Kitchen! Living Rm: Stove;
Refrig ; Ceiling Fans. RENT:
$190.month Unit C: Apartment 2Bedrm ; Walk-in Level ; Kitchen! Living Rm ; Stove; Refrig; Celing Fans.
RENT: $240.month Mr/Mrs Germer
1-314-638-8374

full-time student who will enrolled for
at least an academic year and who will
seek an undergraduate degree at an
accred ited college or university in
Missouri or Illinois. (Mini stry and
seminary students are not eligible.) Be
a citi zen of the United States or in
possession of an A lien Registration
Card . Demonstrate financial need.
Have achieved a minimum cumul ative 2.0 grade point ave rage on a 4 .0
scale in high school or college course
work . Application deadline submitted : April IS , 1999.
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For Sale: Mathcad 6.0 Professiona l for. $50 Bookstore wants $100+
Call 364-0747 or
e-mail cday@umr.edu
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Calendar Of Events------.:.:
ay

Today
2:30 p.m . - SB vs. Misso·uri-St.
Louis, HOME
4:30 p.m. - EI Club de Espanol, tutor,
meetings, HSS 205
4:30 p.m. - Student Mo State Teachers Assn. meetings with speakers, HSS G8
5:00 p.m. - Cycling Club weekly
meetings, 101 Beuhler Bldg
6;00 p.m. - Intern ationa l Student
Club meetings, HSS G5
6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers Club,
McN 204
8:00 p.m. - Kappa Kappa Psi meetings, ChE 125
8:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Sigma, McN
204

2:30 p.m. - Student Council , Walnut
room, UCW
6:30 p.m. - Student Association of
Management Systems meeting,
107 Harris Hall
6:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fellowship, EE G31
6:00 p.m. - Toastmasters speaking
m~etings, CSF 109
8:00 p.m. - Academic Competition
practice, CE 3 13
8:00 p.m. - So lar Car Team meetings,
102 E Mgt
8:30 p.m. - Collegiate Eagle Scouts
Associatio n meeting, ME 2 16
8:00 p.m. - St. Pats Celebration committee, ME Annex I07C

mao Saturday
All Day 204
3:00 p.m.
ings,
7:00 p.m.
204

UMR Gaming Assn., McN
- Trap & Skeet Club meetBuehler Bldg.
- Show Me Anime, McN

All Day - UMR Gaming Assn., McN
204
12:00 p.m. - BB vs. Washburn,
HOME
I :00 p.m. - National Society of Black
Engineer~
tutorin g service,
.
EMgt 103
TBA - TN vs. Northwest Missouri ,
HOME
TBA - TN vs. Washington Univ. ,
HOM E
TBA - 'T:N vs. Rockhurst, HOME
12:00 p.m. - BB vs. Washburn ,
HOME

7:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fel.
lowship worship service, ME
104
TBA - TN vs. Northwest Missouri,
HOME
TBA - TN vs. Washington Univ.,
HOME
TBA - TN vs. Rockhurst, HOME
12:00 p.m. - BB vs. Was hburn,
HOM E

ay
4:30 p.m. - Society of Manufacturing Engineers review sessions for exam, EM 102
7:00 p.m. - National Society of Black Engineers meetings, EM 103
8:00 p.m. - Academic C;0mpetition practice, CE 313

5:30 p.m. -IFC meetings, McN 216
6:00 p.m. - Panhellenic Council meetings, McN
206
6:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team design meetings, E
Mgt ](i4

All organizational meeting times and places are provided by the SJudent Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all cbanges to the aforementioned office.
SPORT CODES: FB-Football, MS-Men's Soccer, WS-Women's Spccer, CC-Cross Country, G-Golf, MB-Men's Basketball, WB-Women's Basketball, SW-Swimming, BB-Baseball, SB-Softball,
TN-Tennis, TF-Track & Field

CongratuCations &ro CKePPa CJ)eCta Sororit~

